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For God doth know that in the day ye eol.{ therof, men your eyes shall be: 
opened, and ye shall be as gods. 

- The Bible, Genesis 3. King James version 

Emperors and kings. 
are but obeyed in their several provinces, 
Nor can they raise the wind or rend the clouds; 

But in his dominion that exceeds in this 
Srretcherh as far as doth the mind of man. 

A sound magician is a mighty god: 
Here, Faustus, try thy brains to gain a deity. 

Who was it who first 
W recked the bonds oflove 
And transformed them into chains? 
Which led rebels [0 make 

A mock of their rights 
And the heavenly fire and, 

Disdaining monal ways, 
Elect presumption, 
Striving to become the equals of gods. 

-Christopher Marlowe. 'fix. Tragrdy 
of Doctor FaU5IUJ, lines 60-66 

-Friedrich H olderlin. "The Rhine" (Translation by 
Richard Siebunh, Hymn5 and FragmcntJ, pp. 73-75) 



'44 ACCEPTING THE ORDER Of HEAVEN 

Menciw, like m.any thinkers of the fourth century Be, made strong claims 
that divine powers resided in humans, and for Mencius this mum [hat hu
mans have the potential to bring order to [he world. H Ulltn, in contraSt, 

while being [he source of those divine powers in humans, can potentially 
prevent the order that it has given humans the power to create. T he cennal 
tension fo r Mencius, then, is that although Heaven is the ultimate source of 

mora1 parcems, it can and does arbitrarily act in opposition to those patterns. 
And yet we must :accept what H eaven commands. 

Zhuangzi also felt th is tension, bur he resolved it in a very different way: 

Zhuangzi denied chat H eaven is the source of moral norms and thus denied 
that H eaven h.ad [0 follow such norms. For Zhuangzi. moral norms <Ire hu
man inventions, with no basis whatsoever in Heaven. If Mencius saw such 
moral judgments as deriving ITom Heaven, Zhuangzi saw them as entirely 

due to man. Accordingly, for Mencius, the agon of Heaven and man <Irises 
because man makes moral judgments on the world. For Z huangzi, man 
should accept whatever H eaven decrees; once men smp using moral norms 

to criticize Heaven, there will be no agon. 
Although both Mencius and Zhuangzi could be ch.;lfacteriud as "natu

ralistic," insofar as they both root values in Heaven, su,h a characterization 

misses several crucial points. Both Mencius and Z huangzi were interested 
primarily in the divine potentials of humans, and part of what is so interest

ing about their differences lies in the ways they attempted to link such po
tentially divine powers of humans with a support for H eaven. In neither was 
there an assumption of continuity. On the contrary, both asserted at least 
partial continuity between the human and the divine realms, and for both 

this creates a potential problem with Heaven. Although both responded to 
this problem by supporting Heaven, the effort the argument required was 

tremendous. 

4 Descendants of the one 
Correlative Cosmology in the 

Late Warring States 

Let us tecum to the origin of the cosmos: 

Heaven and Earth h:ui a beginning. Heaven was subtle so as to complete, and Earth 
blocked so as to give form. Heaven and Earth combining and harmoni:cing i5 the 
grear alignment ving) of generation (lbtng).l 

[n the cosmogony sketched in the "Jingshen" chapter of the Huaimmzi-the 
passage with which I opened this book-spirits aligned (jing) the cosmos.l 

This passage from the"Y oushi chapter of the LUlhi ,hun'llu, a ten that dates 
to around 240 BC, posits neither spirits nor H eaven as active agents in the 

formation of the cosmos. Instead, Heaven and Earth simply emerge sponta
neously, and their mating. which gives birth to the myriad things, is the 

llignment of gener:l.tion itself. 
Cosmological arguments like these began appearing at about the s2rlle rime 

as the self-divinizarion movements described in Chapter 2.. They ranged from 
five-phase specu~tion to monthly ordinlnces to lrtemptS to place culture 
within cosmogonic schemata. Like the self-divinization cbims, such cosmo

logical frameworks were used to argue thlt a sage can, through variously 
defined processes of self-cultivation, achieve [he power to understand the 

workings of the cosmos and thereby act correctly and gain control over them. 

I. LQ,bi tb~"qi~, "Yowhi: Il.I~. 
). S« Chapm 7, pp. )70- .... fot?- denUed discw.ion of fhil fen. 
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The nature of early Chinese corrc:lative thought hu been a topic of 
lengthy discussion in both anthropological and sinologiul studies. Marcel 
Mauss and Emile Durkheim first proposed the famous thesis thac conly 
Chinese correlative thinking was based on ·primitive classific.arion" sYS(cms,J 
According to them. such systems in China were "a highly typical case in 
which colleerive thought has worked in a reflective and ie:arncd way on 
themes rh.ar arc dearly primirivc."4 This thesis dearly fits the recurrent ar

gumma of ,inclogins tnat China's significance lies in the degree to which it 
maintained (for bener or worse, depending on the criteria of the scholar in 
question) 1inb to a primitive, primordial period of human history. 

Although Marcel Gn.net did not develop M2USS'S and Durkheim's com

puarive claims, their ~iological appr();lch exercised. an imporu.nr influence 
on Granet's analysis in LA lXnJie chinoiSt',s itself the single most influential 
work ever published on conly Chinese cosmology, Largely because of Gr.a

net's work. Chinese correlative thought has come to play an imporrant role 
in the anthropological study of cosmology. Claude Uvi-Scrauss's Th Savage 

Mind, a landmark study of primitive classification systems that superseded 
Mauss's and Durkheim's earlier work on the subject, for example, relics 
heavily on Graner. 

In this chapter, I attempt [0 re-examine (he origins and nacure of correla
tive thinking in early C hina. I begin by surveying the secondary literature on 

the topic. in particular anthropological studies of s;l.crifice and cosmology 
and the ways that sinologists have borh contributed to and worked from this 
Iirerature. I then [race the rise of correbtive thought in the late W.arring 
SUtes period and argue for a somewhat different .approach ro using the in
sights of .anthropological studies of correluive sysrems. 

The One ~d the Many: Second.ary Schobrship on 

E.arly Chinese Cosmology 

The discussion of early Chinese cosmology hu boch influenced .and been in
fluenced by anthropological analyses. Indeed, much of the scholarship on 
this issue hu developed u scholars positioned themselves in different ways 

in relation [0 the work of Graner or Uvi-Srrauss. I. too, will argue rhat an 

) . Ourkheim and MaUll, Pri",iri •• a.,"ifoarion, pp. 61-80. 

... Ibid" p. 1). 

S· Grmel .dmowlcdgcllhc debe in LoI pt~* ,billOiu, pp . .. h - &,"u. 
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alternative reading of Granet and Uvi-Srrauss might lead to.a more success
ful approach to me problem of Chinese correlative (hought. 
~ discussed in the Introduction. A. C. Graham criticizes Granet 

for reading Warring States and Han correlative models u characteristic of 
Chinese chought in general and .argues instead that correlative thought 
is universal and exists in all forms of thinking save one: "'What Graner saw 
u the difference between Chinese and Western thought may now.adays 

be seen u .a transcultural difference between proto-science and modem 
science:' In malcing chis argwnenr. Graham presents hinuclf u rejecting 
Graner and favoring Levi-Strauss: -In exploring pro(o-scicntific chinking it 

hu been usual to starr from wh.at we find peculiar in pre-modern views of 

nature; here we have followed the enmple of Levi-Strauss (although not 
the det.ail of his methods) in sarting from the opposite direction. from 
structures common to pre-modem and modern thinlcing.~7 For Grah.am. 
late Warring Sutes and Han cosmological systems should be understood u 

a particular. highly formalistic, example of an essentially human w.ay of 

thinking. 
David H .all and Roger Ames position themselves on the opposite side of 

each of these claims. T hey strongly defend Gr.anet·s argument that correla

tive thinking was a defining feature of Chinese thought in general. OlI1d they 
reject Graham's cla.im that GrOll1et's .arguments apply only to (exu from che 
late Warring StlIres .and after. Hall and Ames trace Graham's -error- to 
Uvi-Strauss: Uvi-Strauss. they cla.im, misread Marcel Graner', arguments . 

about correlative thinking. and Gr.aham unfortunately based his reading on 
Uvi-Strauss. 

[Graham] appeals explicitly to the theory of corrdarivity devdopcd by Qaude Uvi
&rauss. Levi-Scraws had formalized the senu of corrdarivity conwned in Mared 
Grands lA pmlie chilloil( by r«ouru (0 the work of Roman JakoNon .... Levi

Strauss applies Jakobson's nroons of similarity and conriguity rdatioru to Marcd 
Granet', speculations concerning the "Chinese mind: furmil ing thar what Granet 
had called corrdative thinking could be formalized by recourse to the meta
phor/metonym dUtincrion .... With this iruight, so Levi·Straws believed, the no

lion of condativity gained clarity and rigor. Applying this insight to [he Chinese 
clllploymcnt of analogical thinking. it would be possible, for example. [0 understand 

6. Graham, DilpWItI'l 0/ I'" T~D, p.l~O . 
? Gr.hOlIll. YIN ' Y ~"l ,,,., 1M N'I~rr of CorrrlArI.t Thi"ki~l' p. )g, 
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the vast syncms of classification associated with Jill.yang cosmologiu or the Book of 
dxJ"l"J by appeal (0 these tropic deviccs.' 

But Uvi-Str2IW'S attempt to analyze correlative thought more rigorously 
nude it less applicable to China: 

We are inclined to believe thar the attempt" [0 formalixe meaJUlogicai mode of chink· 
ing by appeal to Jakoblon'llpa:u/atiolU has in faa overly rarion.ilizcd anzIogial. first 
problematic thinking and made it, while more precise and rigorous as a method, less 
applicable to the Chinese tontar. The burden of the foUowing discUssion will be to 
reinstitute the fonner, more naive understanding of analogical thought.' 

Indeed. the very distinction of metaphoric and metonymic relations is for 
Hill and Amu an example of the ~rational inteUccc~ and is hued on "ra
tional. causal assurnptions."IO 

The problem with Graham. Hill and Ames argue, is thar. by following 
[he mort formalistic reading of Uvi-Str:luss, he was led to believe th:n cor

relative thought arose late in Chinese hinory. A rerum to Graner wlll cor

rect this error. 

Graham', judgment char corrdarive thought i5 [0 be consigned to perio<h beyond 
the clusical is bued upon his :itcepunce of the metaphoric/metonymic distinction 
u :m e"enrial form.al izing dement in all corrdative operarions. We believe chat 
this acceptance of Uvi·Strauss·, JakobJOnian interpretarion of Granet's inirial 
insight leads him asrr:lY. finally causing him to f.W [0 appreciare the extent to 
which firsc problemacic assumptionll shape [he enrire sweep of che Chinese cultural 
setUiibility. II 

For Hall and Ames, correlative thoughr defines all of e:lrly Chin:l: 

We only iruin chat the more formal, rationalized interprcurion not be traced as 
exhausting che meming of chis activity .... Our argumenc will be chat we shall be 
able co employ che term "correlative thinking" as a synonym for the analogical pro
cedura associated wieh first problem:lric thought without losing my of the relevane 
memingJ thar have come ro be associated with the rerm when applied co che inter
pretation of Chinese culture.a 

S. Hill and Ames • .... "ti<ip"ciPlI OJ ..... pp. 116-i1. 

~. Ibid., pp. li1-~. 
10. Ibid .. p. 196Pl44. 
u. lbid., p. I)). 

Il. lbid. 
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Uvj·$rr:.tuss·s attempc to generalize correl:ltive thinking ended up limiting 

the ffianing of che concept-:lnd led Graham to restrict ies applicability to 

only late Warring States and H an texts. 

N should be clear from my discussion in Chapters I and 2., I side with 

Graham on this pan icular poinr: correlative cosmology is a late development 

in Chinese history. The problem is then to explain how and why it emerged. 

One recent attempt to do so is [hat of John H enderson. Hender~n's Devtl· 
opmmt and Dalinr ojChintJt CoJmolDgy is a brilliant narrative of che history of 

correlative thought in Chin~ Although the quescion of rhe emergence of 

such thinking occupies only :l small ponion of this narrative, H enderson's 

comments are nonetheless provocative: "My own view on th is question is 

that corre!:.ttive systems in China were devised in a fully historical epoch, 

particularly [he third and second centuries B.C., for !:.trgely historical rea

sons.H Among the po$Sible scen:lrios adduced by H enderson for the rise of 

correlative cosmologies is tha t particular philosophers created an Hepistemo_ 

logical space (as Michel Foucault might say) in which correlative thought 
could develop." An example would be Laozi's C:llling on man ro Hpauern 

himself after heaven and earth.~ As a consequence, "later and lesser minds 

could interpret the classical T aoi.s[ calls for [he harmonization of man and 

nature in a literalist fashion, devising an:ltomic:ll, numerological, and 

psychologic:.tl correspondences:ll In this view, correlative cosmology is a 

liter:.tl reading by lesser minds of a metaphor. The problem with this 

explan:ltion is that it unnecessarily denigrates correlativiry and fails [0 

explain why greater minds of a l:lrer period found correlativity convincing. 

Another explanation offered by H enderson is institution:.tl. In the Qin 
and early Han, "imperial ideologists

H 
invoked correlative thought as a mean.s 

of justifying imperi:.tl governance: 

Through che invocarion of the "mutual conquesc" sequence of the five phases, by 
which earth (Han) conquers water (Q in), the H:m was able to junify its overthrow 
of Qin rule md its usumption of power. Once the dynuty wu established. imperial 
ideologists also found it useful CD invoke rhe hierarchical rdation of yang to yin :md 
heaven co earth ;u a way oflcgitimating various authoritarian political and social reo 
lationll.14 

I). Hendcnoll, Tht Dfwk>p",,"t~..J O.di"< ojOi"tJ< ~J",oloD' pp. )0, u. 
14. Ibid .. p. )6. 
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Cricics of imperial rule then appropriated com:b.tive thought ~as checks on 

Han imperial de.!pori.sm.~l' But this explanation 21so has problems. If correl· 

ativity arose as a means of impcriallegicimacion, why did the intended audi

ence find it convincing? A3 with any argument in temu of legitimation. one 

needs (0 explain why the ideology was effective. 
Yet anomer rcason given by H enderson was mol[ corrcLative thinking was 

utilized by Hm thinkers to ·weav(eJ diverse ' (n nds of the ciassical urcrary 
legacy into a consistent whole. .16 But correbtivity emerged before the Han 

and not in texts du[ could plausibly be seen as ammpts to unify the literary 

rradirion. Although I have questioned Henderson's explanations (and I em
phasize .1Ig<lin that thcsc suggestions occupy only a small porrion of 2n excep
tionally cogent narrative). his search for hi.storical explanations of why cos
mology arrue is a modd for my own work. 

Benjamin Schwartz approaches corrdativiry in a different way. He sees it 

as linked to the ~absence [in early China] of clearly drawn boundaries be· 
tween the divine and human,~ and he tries to connect this with ancestor 

worship: 

I am temJKed to 'peculate thar this absence of boundary affecr$ not only the realm 
of religion narrowly defi ned, but the entire realm of onrological thinking. Does the 
fact that in later Chinese high.cultural accounts of the origins of mankind or of the 
cosmos, the dominant metaphor is that of procreation or "giving birth; nther than 
that of fashioning or crearing. have anything to do with the cenrraliry of ancestor 
wonhip with its dominance of the biological metaphor:' Does [hu in tum have 
something [ 0 do with rhe predominance of what some have ca.I.Ied "monistic" and 
"organismic" orientmolU oflacer high.cuItural thought~17 

& we will see, some correlative systems in m e Warring States md Han are 

indeed Insed on generative models, and many do quite explicitly play on an· 

cesto r sacrifices in their discw.sions. Schwartz sees mis as a continw.tion of a 

mind-set datable to the Shang, But this explanation in fact explains JinJc. 
The fact that the Shang worshipped ancestors does not uploin why later au

thors built generative correlative systems, The question remains: Why did 

the aumors in question choose ( 0 appropru.te sacrificiallangu<llge in develop

ing meir cosmological systems? 

IS· IbKI., p. l7. 
uS. Ibid .• p. 41. 
17. Schwanz, 1M W~rIJ ~fn-tn;~ A",iml 0,;"'" p. 16. 

DSSCBNDAN T S OF THB ON E .,. 
Schwartz's response is to say mat the family metaphor was highly impor

tam in China-II I have already questioned Schwams attempt: to read famil· 
iaI holism and a continuiry between the human and divine as guiding o rien· 

tations in early China, and I will continue thar questioning in this chapter, 

But the complexities of Schwartz's arguments warrant careful anention, 

Schwutz argues that earlier sacrificial practice in China should not be read 

in correlative tertllS. Sacri6ce <lind cosmology m<lly have shued the same gen

eral vision of continuity, but they should not be equated. As discussed in the 

Introduction, Schwartz is 6rmly committed to a general "religion to phi· 

losoph( model of rationalization. T hus, although he claims mu certain 

metaphors of the family and bure<llucracy dominued early China. he 

W<llnts to see correlative m ought as a lue, philosophical development-a 

movement away nom religion <lind roward <II rationalized worldview. Like 

Graham. then, Schwam reaw correlativity as a late development in early 

China, but unlike Grailam, he bases this claim not on the notion th<llt correl· 

uivity is a universal mode of mought but ruher on the Weberian model of 

rationalization. 

In making this argument, Schwartz also appeals co Levi-Str<llUSS, But he 

cites Levi-Strauss not in order ro emphasize the universaliry of correlative 

thinking but to distinguish late Warring S tates correlative cosmology &om 

the sacrificial model m at predominated in the Shang: 

The fact u that neither the oracle bones, the bronze: vessds, nor any of the earliest 
tau we have seem to provide strong evidence of corrduive cosmology, even though 
some discern evidence of totemism in the iconography of the Shang ritual bronze: 
vessels. Much of the informacion furnished in these ilUCriprions sheds light not on 
correlative cosmology, but on what Uvi-Strauu would hinudf define as the realm 
of religion. Corrdarive cosmology in his vicw is a "science of the concrete" b«ause it 
rdates concrete phenomena acrually perceived in our ordinary experience to each 
other "horizontally." Ir.s materials ace all drawn from the "real" world. Animals, 
planr.s, the four cardinal directions, kinship organizationJ, human trair.s, and cdes· 
rial bodies ue aII "real .~ A religious ritual-specifically the ritual of sacrifice-which 
rdates humans "vertically" to goda and spirir.s represenr.s in mu view an effof[ to es' 
tablish "a desired connection berwcc:n twO initially separate domaiiU; of which 
one- the divine-is non.existent. I

' 

IS . Ibid., pp. 416- 17. 
III. Ibid .. pp. )~I -S~· 
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Schwartz [hw rejects Grands :argument that correlative thinking shou1d be 
read a5 perv;ading early Chinese thought. Even if we adopt Levi-Strauss'! 

own terminology-the very terminology developed to argue the pervasive
ness of correlative thinking-we are forced. SchW2rt'Z argues, [0 see thar 

Chinese correbtivc thinking is a late development. 

Ironically. this reading of Levi·Scrauss is compa.f2ble to that of Hall and 
Ames.. Hall and Ames hope to demonstrate thar coml.uive thinking defines 
all of Chine.se thought. and Schwam is arguing for a grot_raJ movement 

nom religion to philosophy, but all three believe ~t Uvi-Smws's position, 

despite its overt claims for the univers.a1ity of correlative minking. leads to a 

rejection of Graner and to the position thar correbtive systems 2re late 

developments in China. H:oll and Ames therefore reject Uvj·Strauss's p»i
rion, whereas Schwart% agrees with ir. 

Although, like Schwartz, I argue that correlative cosmology is .a l.ate de

velopment in China, I nonetheless dis.agree with his (and Hill .and Ames's) 

relding of Uvi-Smuss. Schwartz is misrelding Uvi-Stuuss, .and his mis

relding is worth follOWing in derlil, for a closer re.ading of Livi-Str.auss, lS 

well :.I.S of Granet, will leld to a somewhu different, .and perh.aps more 
promising. .approach to the problem. 

T otemism .and 5.acrifice: From Graner to 

Uvi-Srr.auss and Back Ag.ain 

In the p.assage quO(ed by SchWllU, Levi·Strauss refers to the discinction be· 
tween "so·cilled" totemism md Slcrifice.2(I In so·cilled totemism, two dis

continuous series (human c!:.tns .and nuur:.t.l species) are presented lS m.alo

gies. In contnst, SlcMce "seeks ro establish a desired connection between 

twO initi.ally sep.anre domains. H "Slcrifice therefore belongs to [he realms of 

continuity:ll According [0 Schwut:z. this distinction, when applied ro 

3.0. The ft::llOn Uvj·Srr:l.LlU wei -ro-caIIed" in referring to rotemism is tNt ho!: argues 
$Ironglyagainst the oregor)' of"rotcmism" 10 describt; rhe phenomenon of social groups con. 

necring Ihcnuelvu wirh animals. Uvj,Slrauu', ~ic movt: here is to sub.mme 1M caregory 
under a urger lheory of IfructUral cbs.$iJ'Kalion: 'So<alIed rOlemism is in &ct only a p.>rricu
ur case of 1M general problem of classification and one of many examples of the parr whio;:h 
sp«£ terml oRen puy in Ihe working oul of a socia] cl;wiflCalio,," (110. s...,.gt Mimi, p. 6a). 
For his full cTiliquc of the term, su Uvj·StraWI, TOltmi'm. s"me of Ltvi,Su'aUN', modv~ 
liom for providing this argument arc disc'w,ed below. 

11. Ltvi,SlraUII, 'Tht s..""tt Mi~d, pp. n.-~s; herr:inaner ciled in II", tut. 
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China, reve.al.s <l shift ftDm sacrifice to totemism, from the Sh.ang anccsrr:.t.l 

cult to correlative cosmology. Bur, in flct, Levi-Strauss would ugue some

thing quire different. 

The distinction Levi·Srr.auss m.akcs between totemism and sacrifice is 

based on the different w.ays mat each conceptu.a1i:zcs continuity .and discon

tinuity. Totemism, Uvi·Str.auss ugucs, is <l polygeneric sYStem, in which 

discontinuity is assumed: 

The homology they (the so-called totemim J evoke ~ not benveen social group' and 
natural species bur between the differences which manifest thcmsdves on rhe Icvd 
of grOUpl on the one hartd md on tM of 'pecies on the other. They are thus based 
on the postulate of a homology between tWO syatenu of differences, one of which 
occurs in nature and the other in culture. (p. U5) 

Levi·Srnuss contrlStS this with monogenetic systems, using Polynesia :.I.S .an 

example: 

Instead of a once-for·ill homology between tWO series each finite and discontinuous 
in irs own right, a continuous evolution is pouulated within a single series that 
accepts m unlimited number of terms. Some Polynesian mythologies arc at the 
critical point where diachrony irrevocably prevails over synchrony, making it impos. 
sible to interpret the human order as a fixed projection of the natural order by 
which it ~ engendered: it is a prolongation, rather than a reflection, of the nacural 
order. (p. ~n) 

In short, polygeneric systems assume discontinuity, and monogeneric sys" 

[ems .assume continuity. 

To rerum ro Chin.a, .all the texts discussed in mis chapter pc»it a cosmos 

genented n.aturally by .a single ancestor-often referred to as me Great One 

(TlliJl'). In Levi·Strauss's terminology, these texts reflect monogenetic cos

mologies, nor me roremic systems of polygencsis. Moreover, Levi·Strauss 

would ceruinly not eire the Shang ancestral cult :.I.S an example of totemism. 

Thus, Schwartz's .attempt to use Uvi·Srnluss's terminology to ,hancterizt 

the shift from Sh.ang .ancestral sacrifice to correlative systems lS a shift from 

sacrifice to totemism ~ incorrect. For Levi·Strauss, both rhe Shang ancesrrn 

sacrifices .and the late Warring Sntes correlative syStems would be proto· 

typically monogenetic. None of the systems we hlve looked ar would be 

classified by Levi·Srrluss as a totemic system. 

Indeed, Uvj·Srrauss lrgues th.at no Eurasian civilization is roremic, nor 

are Euraai.an civilizations b:.l.Sed on totemic foundations. For Levi-Strauss, 
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torcmism and s:lcrifice are [wo distinct systems: one does not lead to the 
other. He emphatic2l1y rejects the tendency in earlier anthropology to pre
sent (orcmism and sacrifice along evolutionary lines: "That it should h:tvc 

been possible to regard totemism 15 the origin of sacrifice in the histOry of 
religion remains, after so long. a marrer of as(onishmcm~ (p . .1:13). Uvi
Strauss's move here is to defend the complexity of clas5ificatory schemes in 
primitive cultures by denying that fotcmism represents an earlier, super

seded period in the development of civilizations. Instead, he argues, the clas. 
sificatory systems of the great civili22cions afC not b.ued on tOccmism (see, 
e.g., p. +.1). On the contrary. T he great civilizations of Eurasia are monoge. 
neric: "This perhaps explains what one is tempted to COlli the 'totemic void; 

for in the bounds of the great civilizat ions of Europe and Asia there is a re

markable absence of anything which might have reference [0 totem ism, even 

in the form of remains~ (p. 131). And not only is totemism not a superseded 
level of culture, but it is in fact scientifically superior to Slcti l1ce: 

Totemic d a.uificariollJ have a doubly obj«tive buis. There rally arc natural species, 
and they do indeed form a discontinuous series; and social segments for their pan: 
also enst .... The system of sacrifice. on the other hand, makes a pre.exiltellt term, 
divinity, intervene; and it adopt's a conception of the natural series which is false 
from the objective point of view. for, as we have seen, it represents it u continuo 
OUI •••• The system of sacrifice . .. represents a private discourse wanting in good 
selUe for all that it nuy frequently be pronounced. (pp. 111-18) 

Totemic systems are objecrively valid. since they recognize discontinuity 

from the beginning. In contrast, sacrifice is ~wanting in good sense,~ since 

sacrificial systenu believe in continuity-and this is, from an ~objective point 
of view,~ wrong. 

Uvi·Strauss's polemic is not a passing rhetorical flourish. One of the re

current arguments in Th S~\lagt Mind is that toremism is JUSt as logical as 

modern science. It is simply a different form oflogic (po 169), a form that he 

calls wa science of the concrete- (pp. 1-35). And the crucia.! point about this 

science of the concrete is that it builds classifications based on an objecrively 

accurate understanding of natural strUCtures (pp. 1-35, 135-61). N ote, for ex. 

ample, how Uvi· Srrams describes the idt2 of species in totemism: "We 

shoWd understand how rhis idt2 can furnish a mode of sensory apprehen. 

sion of a combination objettively glven in nature, and that me activiq' of the 

mind. and social life itself. do no more than borrow it to apply it to the crea. 
tion of new taxonomies" (p. 1)1). 
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In other words, for Levi·Strauss mere are [WO legitimate fomu of science: 

the science of the concrete (found in roreruism) and modern science: 

un:ainly the properties to which the savage mind h..u access are not the same ;u 

those which have commanded the mendon of scientist$. The physical world is ap
proached from opposite ends in Ihe twO cues: one is supremdy concrete, the other 
supremdy abstract; one proceeds from the angle of sensible qual ities and the other 
from that of formal properties. But the idea that, theoretically at least and on condi· 
tion no abrupt' changes in perspective occurred, these twO courses were destined to 
meet, expiaillJ why both, independently of each other in time and s~. should have 
led to tWO dininct though equally positive sciences. (p.16\l) 

So where does modern science come from~ If it is not based on toremism, 

is it based upon Slcrifice~ Uvi·Srrau.ss does nor make an explicit statement 

on this point, but r suspect that he would Sly thu modern science aro~ 

with the tr~1l1ullding of the sacrificial model. T otemism is a science (a science 

of the concrete), but the model of sacrifice is objectively wrong. :and it 

needed to be overcome before a different, abscract science could arise. Uvi· 

Srrau.ss is C.agey on why this happened, but it is delr thlt he see.s the crucial 
step as the introduction of lbstraction in t2rly Greece: ~ A dramatic ch:ange 

took place along the frontiers of Greek thought, when mythology gave way 

to philosophy and the latter emerged:tS the necessary pre-condition of scien
tific thought . ..n In other words, he is working with a version of rhe ~religion 
to philosophY- argument. Moreover, he appears to view modern science as a 

unique crt2tion of the We.st, the one Eurasian civilization that transcended 

the sacrificial model. 

Given this frlmework. what would Levi·Strauss say .about China~ 

Levi·Strauss says almost nothing about China in his voluminous writings, 

but r mink it is safe to Sly th.at Levi·Strauss would not be sympatheric 

to C hinese correlative thought. And for pr«i~IJ the same reasons that fig. 

ures from Weber to Raea have disparaged Chinese con:elative thought: 

Chinese correlative thought fails to recognize me objective existence of dis

continuities-the discontinuities that, the implicit ltgument goes, proved 

crucial for the emergence of modern science. The only difference is that Uvi· 

S trauss would nor see Chinese correlat ive thought as primitive: unlike so 

many scholars-from Mauss and Durkheim to K. C. Chang-who see 
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the uniqueness of China as lying in ilS imim.ate connection [0 a primitive 
past, Levi-Strauss would nOI sec primitive thought in China;I;(.alI. Similarly. 
Levi-Strauss would nor agree with Graham's presentation of Chinese correla
tive systems as simply :mother example (along wirh "primitive thought") 
of "prom-science," One suspects that for Li;v j·$rrauss, Chinese correla

riviry would hlve involved an objectively incorrect claim of continuity. Primi
tive thought. in contrast, is [0 be found in rorcmism-a system that. like 
modem science. bur in a different WOly. :accunucly recognizes {he truth of 

discontinuity. 
But where does [his leave the study of early China~ As the vast majority 

of scholars who have studied early Chinese corrcbtivc thought have noted, 
Uvi·Strau~'s analyses arc: invaluable for [he exploration of classification sys
tcnu. But if we chOOK not to follow Uvi-Strauss's polemic, ,an we u least 

use his tcrminology more effe'[ively~ First, is China monogenetic~ I will ar
gue no. Even ifSchw;!ft% is slightly misrepresenring Uvi-Strauss's argument, 
Schwam's intuition th;![ Chin;! nnnot be successfully defined ;!ccording to 

one pole of Uvi-Strauss's terminology is nonetheless correct. I wilt go even 
further ;!nd question Uvi-Str;!uss's mempt to distinguish polygenesis and 
monogenesis in the form rhu he does: ca.tegorizing entire ,uitures on the ba

sis of such a dualisric framework is precisely what we should avoid in com
paruive studies. 

Marshall Sahlins h;!$ suggested;! W;!y of utilizing Uvi-Str.luss'S distinc

tions in a more nuanced W;!y. As noted above. Uvi-Str.luss cites Polynesi;! u 
an example of;! monogenetic system-a system that defined everything as 

based on ;! single continuous line of descent. Sahlins, an expert on Polynesia, 

h.u modified this by poinring our d12t this description, while ;!ccuute, refers 
only to one set of claims; other groups, in the same culture. emphasize poly

genesis: 

It appean in Fiji as the interehangeable contrast between unitary lineage organiza
rion of the $ocial totality, an encompa.nment of the whole in the ancestry of a divine 
king (J<lVUlll sysrem), and the "heme of society as a synrhesis of indigenoul and 
immigrant peoples, joined by the marriage of a d:&ughter of the land with a nnnger
king from the sea. and then ordered as a dia«:hk kingdom under a ritual panmount 
&om the fo reigners and a warrior-king from the originah (land-sea or WlSII 'Y'
tem).u 

a). Sahlitll, "Foreword: p. l[. 
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Certain groups define society and the cosmos monogenetically; others define 
it polygenetically. Historical analysis involves, :unong other things. the study 

1 L_ _L .•• ~ of me inurp ;!y uctween wese competing VISions. 
Gregory Schrempp. one ofSahlins's students, hu developed these .argu

ments for [he Maori through his norion of;! "dual formulation,~ which he 

defines as -the co-existence of twO different conceptions of the essential 

character and identity of a given concrete social unit:'
lS 

These two concep
tions correspond closely to Uvi-Strauss's distinction betwun monogenesis 

and polygen6is. Schrempp argues that Maori cosmogonic nurarives can be 
grouped into twO distincrive positions-posicions that, Schrempp points 
out, can be mapped successfully with Kant's antinomies.

16 
Ka.nt·s argument 

is that. in the history of Western metaphysics, one can flIld twO distinctive, 
and murually contradictory, positions. Take. for example, Ka.nt's second an

tinomy in the PTokgomcnClto An] Future MetClphysics: 

Thesi5: Everything in the world ,onsim ofldementl that are] simple. 
Antithesis: There is nothing simple. but everything is compo.ite. Z7 

According to Schrempp, Maori thought, just like Western metaphysics, can 
be categorized inw one of these twO positions.21 And, what is more signifi
cant, the twO constantly play off each other, To revert [0 Uvi-Str.luss·s ter

minology. neither monogenesis nor polygenesis is a founding assumption: 
rather, the twO co-exist, and their antirhesis endlessly gives rise ro further 

developments in cosmological thought. 
This way of using Levi-Strauss's terminology points toward a means of 

explic:l[ing the complexities of competing cosmological formulations in a 
given culture. How do various cosmologies posit continuity and discontinu

ity, and what are the implications of this positing:' And how do these com
peting cosmologies playoff against one anorher? ru we wills«, in the case of 

early China. this is a crucial quesrion for working through the correlative 

cosmologies poSited in the late Warring Stares and early Han. 

14. For rd.r~d arguments by SaWios', nudenu for ocher areu or Pol)'fl"Si2.,. s« Vakri, 

"ComtitUl.M History", Schrelnpp. M"tic,,1 An"CI"'s; and Michul ScOtI, "Auhen=" 

lS, Schrempp, Mazic'" Amn<>I, po. 64. 

16. Ibid .. pp. I)7-63. 
17. Kam, P,oIrl"m,"' to An, FUlu ,t M."pb,.ill. p. 87. A fuller diKWJ;on can ~ found in 

Kam. Criti~u. ofPwrr .RrAJ.On, pp. 4oa- !i. 
a8. For Schrempp'l diKuniotl or INrallelt befwectl the second amlnomy and alpecCl or 

Maori thoughl, I« M'zitlll Am"", pp. 14i-n· 
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Thus, although I have questioned Schwam:'s prescnu.rion of Uvi. 
Srr.r.uss, I foUow Schwartz in arguing thar U vj·Scnuss's terminology may be 
e:r:tremely helpful in sorring OUt C hinese correlative thought bur due it 

should be utilized in a new way. It will also be helpfUl to rerum (0 Graner. 
but in a W2y very different from thar of Hall and Ames. I .agree with Hall 
and Ames that we should attach much significance [0 me way Uvi.Sruuss 
built his ideas on the foundation of Graner. but I will argue th::t the implica

tions point in the opposite direction. 

Although Uvi-Strauss is repe.uedly read in the sinologica.l literature as 
having claimed that all ~primitiveH thinking is bued on the principles Graner 

discovered, the actwl development of this thinking was f.u more complex. 

A1though Uvi-Srraws built much of his strucrural ouulyses on Graner. he 
consistently charged Granet with failing to develop his ideu rigorously. For 

example, Uvi-Strauss faults me analysis of Chinese kinship structures in 

Granet's CllffgoritJ matrimollillb cf re14ticIIJJ de proximifi dllllS Ia Chille c;lmiellJ1t: 

In this work, a sinologist provides a dtdsive contribution to the general theory of 
kinship 'ynenu, but he presents his discoveries in the guise of Chinese material, and 
as interpretatioru of rhCi material However, when cOlUidered fro m this pw:icular 
angle, these inrerprec:atioIU stem confused and contradictory, and sinologists have 
received them suspiciously, even when their own analyses were not contrary to them. 
Here, then, is a specialise who perhaps uctteU his proper role, but he succtteU in 
arriving at theorerical truths of a wearer and more general significance. 111 

And I suspect that Uvj-Srrauss would reach a simwr conclusion about 

Granet's analysis of correlative thinking: invaluable for theory bur confused 

for China. More specifically, I suspeCt rhat Uvi-Strauss thought that G ra

ner treated China too much like a totemic system, when it in fact was, by 

Levi-Strauss's reckoning. a monogenetic system. 

More important, though, Levi-Strauss would have rejected Graner's 

overall analytical framework. As mentioned above, Uvi-Strauss strongly op

posed an evolutionary reading of totemism and sacrifice. Such a. ITamework 

has a long pedigree and was most famously argued by William Roberaon 

Smith. But it is a. pedigree that includes Granet. Indeed, the shift &om to

temism to S2crifice is one of the underlying themes of Granet's evolutionary 

reading of early China. )(I Granet arguts that early C hinese society was (0-

19. Uvj·Scnwl, TIlt EInn.~tG'J St'IIfC~ rtI ofKlrublp, p. )11. 

)0. S« Granef, [),anstl rt "ttNitl .It '" OIl'" t""I.~IW'. 
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temK and that kingship arose when particular figures-the ancient S2ges

sacrificed the totemic animals and caprured their power. For example, ac

cording to Granet, the owl was the totemic wemblmt of Huangdi. but 

Huangdi captured and devoured an owl Similarly, Yao had to conquer the 

sun befote he could become a king: "Yao, the sovereign, •.• had to aim ar

rows at the sun before he could become a Son of H eaven. Thus he suc

ceeded in overcoming his celestial double. As soon as he had conquered the 

emblem of the sun, he was worthy to reign.
w11 

Granet's reconstruction is not convincing in terms of the sinological ma

terials; nor, I would agree with Uvi-Strauss, is it convincing theoreticaUy. 

Uvi-Strauss would certainly be correct in saying that Granet's decision to 

analyze early China in terms of a shift from totemism to S2crifice was unfor

tunate. But if we accept Uvi·Srraws's cr itique of Graner's evolutionism, we 

shouJd also accept Sahlins's critique ofUvi-Smuss's fonn of cu1tural classi

fication. All of this leaves us in a very interesting place when reading Graner. 

Mon of Graner's sources were late Warring Scates or Han texu, and the is

sues Granet wu discus.sing as an evolution from totemism to sacrifice could, 

a Ia. Uvi·Strauss and Sahlins, be worked out in terms of the ways thar vari

ous textS posit continuity and discontinuity. 
With this in mind, let us rerum to Granet. G ranet's point in emphasizing 

thar the early cultural heroes conquered emblems was mat the origins of 

Chinese correlative thougbr do not lie in an attempt: to make me social 

world correspond to the na!!!.ral world. Rather, 

the lim necessity of the ruler is to furnish humans with the emblems thar allow 
them to domesticare nature. The emblems signal, for each ~ing. in natun:;u well as 
ifs place and position ill the world. In the first days of Chinese civilization, HU21lgdi 
acquired the glory of 2 heroic founder, for he saw the need to give all things a COtfect 
name. ... "To rellder the names correct" is, in effect, the first of governmental obli

gatiofU.Jl 

T his is why Graner emphasized thar emblems were initially totems con

quered by man: man did nor so much recognize correlations beN'een the so

cial and the natural worlds as create correlations by appropriating. domesti

cating. and placing narural objects within a framework mar allows for 

human consumption and control. 

)1. GnIlICC, a,/~tJt eM/lullon, pp. 197- 98. 

) 1. Grann, 1.41 ,,1IJIt ,111Il0l1<, p. 47· 
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Removed from its evolutionary fr2mcwork of a shift from toremism to 
sacrifice, Graner's argument yields something dose to what Sahlins was 

pointing rowlrd: :I. correlative cbim of continuity between humanity and na

ture was designed, and continues to function. only in opposition ro an op
posing claim of discontinuity. Or. in Uvi·SrI'2USS'S cenninology, there is 

both polygenesis and monogenesis here. and neither can be undersrood 
without the other. 

The Great Unity of the Cosmos: The Taiyi shtng mui 

The T aiJi sMl1g Jhui, a text discovered in the Guodian tomb 2nd probably 
Wiring to the late fourth century lie, JI describes a ,osmogony focused on 
T aiyi :;t - , the Gre:n One. In this text, T liyi is the force char gives birth [0 

the cosmos. )4 

The Grear One givu birth to water. Water goa back and supplemenrs [i,e., joins 

with] the Great One. They thereby complete Heaven. He:lven goes back and sup
plemems the Great One. They thereby complete Earth. Heaven and Earth [return 
and supplement each otherJ.u 

In this opening portion of the cosmogony. the Great One is the primary 

power. It initially generates. on iu own. water. Water and the Great 

One then join to give birth to H eaven. Then Heaven and the Great One 

combine to make the Earth. The Great One not only begins the process 

with a direct birth (without another partner). but it continues to be the force 

with which each successive substance copulates to complete the next sub

sunce. This process reaches its conclusion once both Heaven and Earth 
have been completed. Contrary [0 most early Chinese cosmologies, Heaven 

is not the highest power. Not only is H eaven subordiIured to the Great 

n . For ~ dis<:uuion of the Guodian find. I« "Jingmen Guodian yi hao Chu mu: For 
analyses of the Guodian run. 1«. in ~nicuhr. Aibn md Willianu. Th< GuoJ .... " r......d; md 
Guo Yi. GWoJ .... 1I dlvji'''l'' ,,;'ftQift lII/n/,u liN"g. 

H. Rdatively little a known about Taiyi. He wu evidently a god in at least the southern 
r~giolU during d,~ pre-Han period. He appean. for example. in the BaO.Mn divination 
tUti !Tom the Hale of Chu ill the fourth CCIltUry IC. For an excelkm analyla of the palco
gnophic referCllCti to Taiyi. set Li Ling. "All Archaeological Study of Taiyi (Gr:lI\d O~) 
Wonhip: 

)s. T'iyi Jbtllg shwi.1trip J; hereinafter Ifrip numbe,. arc givcn in the 'text; the entire telU U 
rcprO<i....:cd in GuoJ;' ft ,hu,,"u thUj"'N. p. I~S. 
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One. but it is placed within l generltive process thlt it does not control. 

Huven is not l porenrWly clpricious power here; it is l plrt of linger 

proces.su:.t.! movement. 

Following the completion of Helven and Earth. the subsunccs begin 
copulating lmong them.sdvcs. without the Great One: Heaven and Earth 
join together lnd complete rwo more substances. which in (Urn copulate and 

complete {WO more; 

They thereby complete the spirits and the illuminated (shtn "'ing). The spirits lfld 
the illuminated rerum and supplemem each ochee. They thereby complete the yin 

and yang. Yin and yang return lnd supplement each other. They thereby complete 
(he four sasona. The four sasons return and supplement each other. They thereby 
complete the cold and hot. Cold and hor return and supplement each other. They 
thereby complete the Wet and dry. The Wet and dry return lfld supplement each 

other. They thereby complete the year lfld then StOp. (Strip.ll-4) 

Of interest here is thlt III these figures. from the Grelt One through 

Heaven. Earth. the spirits, lnd the illuminlted (,htn ming). were gods lnd 

spirits who received cult It the time. The authors o f this text lre rhus build

ing their cosmology from lcrwl gods lnd relding them simply :.I.S subst:r.nccs 

in l b:.t.!anced cosmos. 

The next subsunces mentioned in the cosmology ne the cold and 

hot lnd the wet lnd dry. The combinltion of the second p:.tir results in the 

formltion of the yelr. lnd this brings the process to its end. The cosmos 

is thus fonned when the wet lnd the dry result in the nnurll generation of 

the year. 

The tCX[ then reclpirulate.s the process lnd underlines dut it all beg:an 

with the Grnt One: 

Therefore. the year W:l$ generated by Wet and dry. Wet and dry were generated by 

cold and hot. Cold znd hot were generated by the four SUSON. The four seasons 
were generated by yin and yang. Yin and ylflg were generated by the spiriu and the 
illuminated The spirits and the illuminated were generated by Heaven and Earth. 

Haven and Eanh were generated by the Great One. (Strips ... -6) 

H owever. the text d rlws l further conclusion as well; the Grelt One per

vades III that was generated from it lnd is in fact lctive in the se:.l.Sons them" 

.elves: 

Therefore rhe Great One is nored in water lfld mova in the sealons. Circulating 
and again (four graph. missing. probably; starting. it taka it,df u) the mother of 
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(he myri.ad things. At times djminishing. at rimes flourishing. it rakes itlldf u [he 

alignment Vi"g) of the myriad things. (SIri!» 6-1) 

The Great One pervades everything and is both the mother and the aligner 
of the myriad things. Spiriu do not control natural phenomena, nor, as we 
will see later in the HU!linan~i. do they align the cosmos. Instead, [he One 

gives birth to the myriad things and aligns them. 

It is therefore the one thing mol.[ cannot be controlled by Heaven, Earth, 

yin. and yang: "This is what H eaven is unable [0 kill, what Earth is unable to 

regulate. and what yin and yang are unable to complete. The gendeman who 
understands this is called ... (characters missingr (strips 1-8). H e who un
clersunds that the Great One pervOlcles lnd .uigns everything understands 

the movement of the universe. 

The authors then explain the alignment of the universe: "The way of 

Heaven is to value weakness. Ir reduces irs completion so as to add to life. By 

cutting back on strength, making clear ... ~ (strip 9). Part of the text is unfor

tunately lost, and it is impossible to reconstruct the full argument. But jt is 

clearly intended to explicate the alignment that can be understood by the per

son who knows the Great One. The text continues: ~Below is the ground; it is 

called Earth. Above is qi; it is called H eaven" (strip 10). The interaction of 

Heaven and Earth takes place through the Great One, also known as the Way; 

"The Way is also its scyle-name (zi). I beg to know its name (mingr (strip 10). 
It can be given the scyle-name of~the Wl.y,: but the real name is unknowable. 

This is presuml.bly a reference to contempoTllry religious pT<lCtice. As we saw 
in Chapter z, Yu's placing the images of spirits on cauldrons illowed for a de

gree of control over those spirits: naming domesticates deities by purting mem 

within a system controlled by humans. Here, however, the name is unknow

able: one cannot place the ancestor into a humanly defined system, and one 

cannot Vin control over ie. One must simply entrust oneself to its name: 

He who foUow$ affairs by means of the Way must entrusr himsdf to in name. Thus, 
rasb OI.re completed, and the body grows. As for the sage', following of talib, he wo 
encrusu himsdf to its name. Therefore, his achievements are completed, and his 
body suffers no harm. (Strips IO-U) 

The sage accomplishes his tasks and suffers no harm. The reason for this is 
not tbat he can transform the spirits who control natura] phenomena but 

rather that, by knowing the ultimate ancestor, the sage understands the Wl.ys 

that natural forces operl.te: 
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Heaven and Earth. the style-name and name, were established togeeher. Therefore, 
if one transgresses the other's boundaries, each flts lli with the other without think
ing. [When Heaven was insufficient inJl1 the northwesr, chat: which was below 
rai$ed icsdf through strength. When the Earth was insufficient in the southeast, 
that which was above [seven graphs missing; [he lasc four are probably: If there is in
sufficiency above], rheee is excess below; if there is insufficiency bdow, there is ex
cess above. (Scrips U-14) 

The sage understands the degree to which forces of the n"tural world spon

taneously respond to one :mother. As such, he is "ble to live and "ct effec

tively in the world. In this cosmology, neither humans nor spirits lffect the 

environment: the cosmos is simply" set of natural forces thar respond to one 

another. S"ges lre simply those who understand these processes properly by 
understanding me Great One-whose scyle-n:une is "the W"y." 

In this cosmology, natural phenomena are nor controlled by individuated 

spirits. R.:ather. the authors of this texe "ppropriared divinities and spirits 

and m"de them into cosmological forces. Like the texts discussed in Chlprer 

l, this text presents" gnosis different from th"t offered by the ritual spedl.!

ists of the day: "ny artempt to manipulate the spirits of the world through 

divin"rion and sacrifices would be useless within such" cosmology. H owever, 

the argument here departs significantly from the claims seen in Chapter 2-

Instead of trying to establish forms of power within the "dept, the "uthors of 

this text based power on the spontaneous n"rute of the cosmos-which op

erates independently of me actor. There is an inherent l.!ignmenr in the 

cosmos, generated and maintained by the GreOlt O ne, that provides the buis 

for human "ction. Power and knowledge ue thus to be g::J.ined not by "ppro

pri"ting the powers of spirits but by understanding and subordin"ting one

self to the p"rcems of the cosmos. The cosmos is thus seen as following a 

normative p"ttern discernible by those who know how to undersr"nd it. 

The consequence of [his is thar the rensions between humanity and 

He"ven found in Mencius are here completely erased. H e"ven is here an off

spring of a yet e"rlier "ncesfOr-the Great One. And Heaven becomes sim

ply l. parmer with "nother offspring. Earth, with whom it m"res to generate 

(he rem"inder of the cosmos. Heaven, El.rth, and the rem"inder of the cos-

)6. FoU?wing Qiu Xigui in ruding che mis.sing gnph a.s J4ng 'It; ~ GW..Ji411 ,hw,"w v,w
jiu, p. ,,6111 7. 

)7· FoUowing Qiu Xigui in ruding duo I hr~e rmuining mis'ing gr~plu ., ::R -1" ..IE.: Itt 
Ibid. 
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mos .art gener:ued md lligned by the One, and any movement by one force 

spontaneously brings about a movement by its pair. Neither Heaven nor any 
of the deities can be capricious in this schema. 

This point allows us [0 reflect further on some claims made concerning 

Chinese cosmology. In panicuiar, Joseph Needham's descriptions of eady 

Chinese cosmology, discussed in the InrroduC[ion, deserve 01 closer look. 

SchwartZ criticizes Needham's biological meuphors (particularly the de

scription of the cosmology as "organismic"), arguing. among other things, 

that Needham's terminology is somewhat contradictory. As Schwartz cor
reedy pointS our, NeedhOlffi's notion of a harmony of wills implies distinctive 
wills that are then harmonized-exactly the opposite of what Needham is 
trying [0 imply: "There is much ralk [in NeedhamJ of'cooperation' of partS 
or 'harmony of wills: while avoiding the faCt that the image of'cooperation' 
inevirably suggesrs the notion of initially separate entities which come 
together to 'cooperate:~)8 Although Schwartz's intent is to illustrate Need

ham's poor choice of words, I would argue that the poor choice is, uninten
tionally, quite felicitous: what is going on in Chinese correlative thought is 

precisely an attempt to pull together elements perceived to be distinct-an 
attempt to claim a form of continuity prevailing against disparate entities. 
Continuity is not assumed; it is created. In the case at hand, disparate deities 

are defined as descendants of the Great One. and that ancestor is presented 
as concinuing to align and participate in me actions of me descendants. 

Accordingly, the actions of each of these powers are seen as a spontaneous 
response [0 the actions of the others. All, in other words, are imbued with 

the One. 

This firSt instance of correlative thinking appears in a cosmological 
system in which the One is posited as the ancestor of the cosmos. ~ we 
shall see, the basing of correlative thinking in a claim of genealogical descent 
from a single ancestor will continue throughout much of the Warring States. 

The debate will tum then to issues such as What is the relationship of 
humans to this One? Do they simply conform to the patterns of the One, 
or can they achieve power by means of the One as well? And, if they can, 

under what circumstances is it acceptable to exercise such power? And does 
one use the traditional arts of sacrifice and divination to do this or some 
other means! 

DESCENDANTS OF THE ONS '" 
Becoming an Ancestor to the People: The Laozj 

In the Guodian cache, the Tlliyi jhrng jhui text is linked with, 2nd may have 

been attached to, the third of the texts containing chapters of the LAoZi.39 

The LAozi does, indeed, compare in many ways with Tlliyi jheng jhui.<JO To 
begin with, it positS a comparable cosmogony: 

The Way gives birth to the One, 
the One gives birth to the tWO, 
the two ~ve birth fO the three, 

----the three give Birth to the myriad things. 
The myriad things carry the yin and embrace the yang. 
and blend the vapors so all [0 become harmonized. (Chap. 42) 

Although worked out differently, the cosmogony of the LAoxi, like that of 

the Taiyi Weng jhui, is based on generation from an original ancestor, the 
Way. 

Also like the T aiyi jhellg jhui, che LAozi discusses the Way in terms of its 
name (ming) and style-name (xi): 

There is a thing chaotically completed, 
born before Heaven and earth. 
Still and quiet, 
sranding alone yet unchanging. 
going around yet never becoming weary, 
and capable thereby of being the mother of.ill under Heaven. 
I do not know its name (ming), 
Irs styk-name (~i) is "the Way." 
rEforced to give it a name, it would be called "Great" (da). (Chap. 2$) 

The ancestor of all that exists can be given a style-name of "the Way," but its 
rcal name is unknowable. Here again, one cannot domestic.ate or control the 
divine powcr by learning its name. 

Unlike the T aiyi jhellg jhui, however, the Laoxi calls on the adept co rerum 
to this ancestor: 

J9· On the n~{~lre of ,he Guodi':lJl u.oli en-ptefs. see Roth, ·Some Me,hodological Iuues 
in ,he Smdy of ,he Guodi:an u.ozi Pa ,~JJdJ: 

4 0. My undemanding of the u.oti h.:u been aided gre.lly by ,he ell.YI in Rdigiow, G..d 
l'hil~,aphif~J t\'ptfll a/ tilt u.od, edi,.d by Mark C.ikncnunihalyi and PhUip J. Ivanhoe:. 
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All under Heaven had a beginning. 
h Ciln be raken a.s the mother of all under Heaven. 
Once you have obtained rhe mother, 
you can thereby know the sons. 

Once you have known the sons, 
you can return and hold fur to the mother. Unr~ [he end there will 

be no harm. (Chap. 52) 

The crucial point here is that the sage does not strive simply_to understand. 

EaHow. and accord with the generative process of the Way. On the COntTOlry, 

the sage reverses (har gener:iltive process and returns to the source of power: 

the ancestor. 

By doing so, the adept gains the nme powers and gener2tU the same 
h.armony as the Way itself 

The Way is namdess. 
Although the unarved block is ,null, 
no one is able to subordinate it. 
If princes rod kings were able [0 hold fur (0 it, 

The myriad things will submit on their own, 
wd Heaven rod Earth will harmonb:e with each other 
and send down SWeet dew. 
The people will adjust themsdves, 
yee no one will order them. (Chap. 32.) 

By holding fast to the Way, the adept is able to make all things submit 

to him, to control the popuhce without resoning to overt commands, and 

even to bring Heaven and Earth into harmony. He becomes, in a sense, 

like the ancestor: he is able (0 generate order and cause everything to submit 

to him. 

The ruler is thus able to accomplish everything. but it will seem to the 

people as though everything is simply occurring narurally, without any di· 

recting will: 

When his achievements are completed and tasks finished, 
The commonefli say that "We are like this Il2runlly (2:i rail): (Chap. 17) 

Since the people think the order brought about by the ruler is a spontaneow 

product of me Way, mey readily accept i(. In conrrasr to the sage of the 

T aiyi JMIIg shui, the sage of [he LAo:!:j is not according with a pre·existing 

natural order, nor is he simply following the order of the ancestor-the One. 
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Instead, the adept is according with the ancestor in order to gain its powers 

and create an order of his own choosing. 

Although the LAo:!:i is often characterized as an expression of a form of 

naturalism, I would argue that the epithet is even less appropriate for the 

lAozi than it is for Zhuangzi and Mencius. In the LAozi the sage docs not 

model himself on nature: he models himself on the Way, which is the ances· 

tor of the natural and human worlds. H e mus g;tins power over both: the 

natural world, like the human world, submits to him, not the other way 

around. Moreover, [he sage does not act naturally at alL To begin with, he 

reverses the natural generative process to return to the Way. He thereafter 

fools people into thinking the subsequent phenomena they wirness are naru· 

ral, when in nct they are simply his wishes. 

In short. this is not a naturalism at all; it is yet another form of self· 

divinization-a claim that humans can. through self-cultivation, gain divine 

powers. But, in contrast to the "Neiye,H the claim here is nor made through a 

posiced cosmology of qi, essence, and spirit, and the argument is not that 

humans have the abiliry to become like spirits. It is. rather. a genealogical 

claim in which the adept is able to appropriate and thus gain the powers of 

the ultimate ancestor of the cosmos. 

Whether such a cosmology should be termed correlative depends on 

one's definition of the term. But I will argue that ideas such as those seen in 

the LAozi and Taiyi JMIIg shui were crucial for the development of late War

ring States correlative cosmologies. 

Using the One to Explore Heaven: The Shiliujing 

The «Chengfa« chapter of the Shiliujing. one of the texts discovered at Ma· 

wangdui. reveals a concern with the One similar to that seen in [he T ai]i wllg 
Jhui:1 The chapter consists of a dialogue between Huangdi and his minister 

Li Hei. Huangdi is concerned about the growth of dissension in his realm: 

Huangdi asked Li Hei: ~It is only I. the One Man, who h.as united and taken pos, 
session of all under Heaven. But cunning people are continuing to grow, and clever 
debaters are using craftiness. They cannot be opposed with laws. I fear that some 
will employ them and thereby bring chaos to all under Heaven. I wish [0 .ask if all 
under Heaven hIS complete laws (hat can be used (0 rectify the peOple:>""l 

41. My nanlbrion Iw been aided by Yalc.l, Fiw Leur alwin, pp. 115- )7. 
41. ShilIW)i"I.1n M4W<1"tdwl Humw ~mw, I: 71: h~rein.aRtr ciled in lhe tUl. 
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Li Hei responds by first discussing the ancient period: 

Li Hei responded: ·Yes. In ;!.ncient times, when Heaven and Earrh had been com
pleted, recrifled were the n.1mes and in humonr were the forms. [graph missing] 

thereby held fast to the o lle name. They connected it [0 Heaven above:lOd extended 

it to the four seas. I have hurd of the complete laws under Heaven. T herefore it 
is said: Inscu.d of the many. s~ of the One and then stop. Accord with 
the name and return to the One, md the people will nor bring disorder co the regu
lations: (I: 7:1) 

In the implicit cosmogony here, names emerged with Heaven and Earth. 

Moreover, the one name is portrayed as fully graspable by hUffillns. By ac

cording with it, the ruler can return [0 the ultimate ancestor and regulate all 

{he descend.lncs. 
Huangdi then inquires whether the One can still be possessed, 2nd Li 

H ei 2ssures him th2t it has been 2ccessible throughout history: 

Humgdi u.id: "' wish to ask if all under Heaven can nill possess the One." Li He! 
responded: "In ancient times, august Heaven made the phoenix descend to say one 
word and then stop. The five thearchs employed it, using it to dear Heaven and 
Earth, calculate the four seas, cherish the ptQple below, and rectify the officer! of 
the first generation. ror this reason, all the slanderous people retreated, and the 
worthy men arose. The five evih were expunged, and the clever debaters stopped. 
They accorded with the name and returned to the One, and the people did nO{ 
bring disorder to the regulations." (I: T~) 

By according with the name, the thearchs were 2ble to right H eaven and 

Earth and order the world. 

H U2ngdi nen asks 2bou[ the One itself 

Huangdi askod, "As for the One: is it the One and that's aII~ Does it also grow"" Li 
Hci said: "The One is the root of the Way. How could it be so and yet not grow~ 
[twO graphs missing) is lost, it is because no one is holding fast [0 the One. The Jib
enrion (ji~) of the One allows an exploration (chA) of Heaven and Earth. The pat
tern (Ii 11) of the One extends to the fou r seas." (I: 7l) 

The p:mern of [he One enends throughout the world. Consequenrly, 

by holding fast to the ancestor, the adept is liberated and thus able to ex

ceed norm2l hum2n limit2tions and ro explore H eaven and Earth. Moreover, 

the pattern of the O ne extends throughout the world. The statement is 

almost precisely the same as the one discussed in Chapter 2. from the "Neiye": 
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The Way filli all under Heaven. It is everywhere that people reside, but people are 
unable to understand. With the liberation (jie) of the one word, one explores (eha) 
Heaven above, reaches to Earth below,;!.Od encircles ;!.Od filli the nine regions. Whu 
does it mean to be libented by it~ It resides in the nabiliry of rhe mind.4) 

As nOted above, however, the "Neiye" presents this liberation as occurring 

entirely within the mind of the adept. Here, the One is presented as the an

cestor and the unifying link of the cosmos, and the adept is called upon to 

link himself to it. 

Li H ei continues: 

How can one understand the endpoint of complying;!.Od the comprehension of far 
md near~ Only rhe One is not lost. The One thereby impels transformuions. The 
few can be used to know the many. Now, for gazing throughout the four seas, 
reaching the farthest points above and below, with the four directions embracing 
each other: each follows its own way. Now, a hundred words have a basis, a. thou
J;!.Od words have essentials, and a myriad words have totality. As for the numerolU
ness of the myriad things: all pass through one hole. (I: 7l) 

The One thus becomes the ground for control: 

Now, if not a rectified. person, who would be able to regulue this? He must be a rec
tified person, thereby able to manage rectification so as. to rectify the strange, grasp 
the One so as to understand the many. expel what is harmful [0 the people, and 
support what is appropriate for the people. He manages all by holding fast to the 
One, and he shares the same endpoints as Heaven and Earth. He can thereby know 
the good fortUne and misfortUne of Heaven ;!.Od Earth. (I: 72.) 

By holding fast to the One, one is able to understand and regulate all. Again, 

as in the "Neiye, ~ one is able [ 0 understand good fortune and misfonune. 

But, if the adept in the "Neiye~ is liberated through inner cultivation, the 

sage of the Shiliujing frees himselfby holding faSt to that which generated and 

continues to pervade everything. 

All three of the texts discussed thus far-the T !liyi s~ng shui, the Laori, 

and [he HChengfaH chapter of the Shiliujing-have a similar monogenetic 

cosmology: everything that exists, we are told, was generated from a single 

ancestor-usually termed the One. Accordingly, great powers over m e 

descendants of thar" ancestor-including H eaven and Eanh themselves

can be obtained if one can rerurn to that ancesror. The enct method. for 
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returning varies by text, as do the powers that can be obtained. But whu is 

of interest here is how this cosmology reverses that seen in me sacrif'icW 

models. The sacrificial models assume a radical disjunction between me 

human realm and the world of spirits. The goal was thus to try, within me 

limits of what wu possible, to anthropomorphize me spirit world, beginning 

with the local and most immediate spirits and working one's way up the 

panmeon to, one hoped. Heaven itSelf. In mese cosmologicd models. how

ever. me claim is not dut theu existS an inherent disjuncrio..n between me 

human, natUnI. and spirit real.nu but rather that all things-humans. na

tUU, and the entiu pantheon of gods (including Heaven)-are descendants 

of a single ancestor, and all things are thus direcdy related by descenL Thus, 

by undersranding or (in other texts) holding fast to this ancestor. one can 
gain knowledge or even direct power over all things. These cosmological 

texts are, in short, an attempt to reject .a sacrificial model of the cosmos by 

asserting .absolute monogenesis and by claiming a consequent ability to te

tUm directly to the ultimate anceStor instead of having to work up (and 

tr.ansform) the pantheon with sacrifices beginning at me local leveL 

Becoming a Spirit: The "Xinshu" Ch.aprers of the Guanzi 

Read in this way, the cosmological texts under consider.ation in this chapter 

are similar to thme discussed in Chapter ~. And, indeed, the authors of 

the "Xinshu, shang" and "Xinshu, xi.1," chapters 36 and 37 respectively of the 

Guanzi, +t modeled their argumentS direcdy on the "Neiye." Not only is 

the overall cosmology quite similar to that seen in the "Neiye," but signifi

cant portions of these dupters are bued on passages from the "Neiye.

H owever, the .argumentS concerning sd(-divinization go much farther than 

those found in rhe "Neiye." 

The authors of the "Xinshu, ria" begin by focusing on the rectification of 

me form and the resting of the essence within: "If the form is not rectified. 

me power (de) will not arrive. If the essence is nor within, the mind will not 

be regulated. RectifY me form .and illumin.are the power, and all the myriad 

things will .arrive on their own."·tS The passage is almost idential to one 

44. For an excdlem diKuuion of t~ .. duionlhip betwun Int "Neiye" and the "Ximhll" 
dupten. see ROlh. "Re<ba:ion Crilicilm and the Early Hiltory ofTaoilm"; and idun. Origi· 
lUI! TAD. pp. ~)- )O. Set; aUo RJckw. Gw~~d, pp. s6-sa, 6S-10. 

4S. Gwuti. "Xinlhll. xia; 1).sb"6a: nttdn.1ncr dted In the leIII . 
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from the "Neiye-: KIf the form is not rectified. the power (de) will not arrive. 

If you are not still within, the mind will nor be regul.ared. Rectify the form 

and assist the power: i6 Building on the argumentS of the "Neiye," the .au~ 
thors of the "Xinshu. ria" posit a cosmology b.ased on form and essence. 

Maint:aining these properly allows one to obt:ain power. regulate rhe mind, 

and thereby bring the myriad things to oneself. 

N in the "Neiye: the cosmos is moniscic. He who gt2$ps the One is thus 

.able to explore everyming: lberefore. as for the sage, the one word liberates 

him. He explores H eaven .above Uld explores Earth below· (1).8a). Alrhough 

the sage never le~lVes his form, he is .able to explore the cosmos simply by 
gnsping m e one word. And. ag.ain.as in the "Neiye,· this allows him to rule 

all the myri.ad things: 

He who grasp' rhe One and does not lose it is able to become the ruler of the myr

iad things. He shares the same brightness of the Ilin md moon and shares the same 

pattern as Heaven md Earth. The s~ge regulates things; thinV do nOt control 
him. (1).6b) 

The claim here exceeds .anything seen in the "Neiye." Grasping the One not 

only gives the sage access to the cosmos, it in fact allows him to g.ain the 

S.1.me p.attern as He.aven .and E.arth .and achieve the S2JT\e brighme~ as the 

sun and moon. He has the same powers of control as He.aven itself. 

This emphasis on the divine powers of hum.ans is particularly de.ar in the 

way the authors playoff the discussion in the "Neiye" concerning shen. The 

text defines spirit as that which is so refined .as to be immeasur.able by ordi

nary human experience .and yet understands everything: • As for the spirit, 

no one knows its ultimate point. It bri11i.anrly knows all under He.aven and 

penetr.ates the four ulrimate poincs" (1}.sb-6a). The text then qUOtes the 

"Neiye" pass.age on divination. Intriguingly, however, it omits me admoni

tion to concentrate "25 if a spirit" (ru men; see p. liS): 

Can YOll concentrate' em you unify~ Can you not engage in c~kmaking or milfo~ 
divinaIion md ya lInderstand auspiciowinesJ ahd inauspiciousness~ Can you StOp' 
Can you reach m end? Can you nOt :uk others and obtain it in yourself? Therefore 
it is said: "If you think about it and think abollt it but do nOt obtain it. the ghOstS 
and spirits will teach ir. This is nOt due ro the power of ghOUl md spirits; it is dlle 
10 the 1Iitimate point of the essential qi: (IJ.6a-h) 
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The p:.l.Suge concludes by defining the sage: in precisely the same terms used 
to describe me spirit: NHe brilliantly knows all under Haven and penetrates 

the four ultimate points
H 

(13.7b). The claims are essencially those of the 

"Neiye,H hut (he authors take (he additional step of implying that one can in 
fact become a spirit and gain full knowledge: of all under Haven. 

Another chapter of [he Guanzi, the HXinshu, shang. H makes the point Cl(

plicit. The (ext at one point makes a claim dearly reminiscent of the HNeiyeH
: 

"If one empties one's desires, me spirit will emer and dwell. If·in clearing one 

does not dunse fully. the spirit willleave,H It then prollides a commentary to 
this Sfatemenc: 

That which regulates man is essence. If you discard desi res, [hen you will be ill
embracing. If you are alI.embrrong, then you will be lrilL If you are still. you will be 
of essence, If you are of essence. you will establish yoursdf alone. If you are alone. 
you will be iIIuminiited. If you are illuminated. you will be a spirit. The spirit is the 
most valued. Thus. if a hallway is not opened and deared. then a valued person 
would not reside in it. Therefore it is said: ·If you do not cleanse. the spirit will not 
remain.""? 

Utilizing the same oosmology and same terminology as the "Neiye," the au· 

thors of the "Xinshu, shangM make the full claim that humans can in fact be
come spirits. 

Like the "Chengf.( chapter of the Shiliujing, the authors of these twO 

chapters posit a monistic cosmology in which the adept should anempc to 

grasp the One. But, whereas the ·Chengfa" is built on an argument for the 

necessity of understanding and controlling the many by means of the One, 

the authors of these chapters are arguing that the sage can in fact be~ome a 

spirit-ruling over the myriad things, possessing the same panern as 

Heaven and Earth, and penetr.ating ro the four points of the cosmos. De

spite their differences, however, both follow a similar move: both present a 

monogenetic cosmos, and both d.aim th.at the ruler can g.ain great powers by 

returning directly to the One. 

Becoming Like Heaven: The LU5hi chunqiu 

Many of these cosmological arguments were further elaborated in the Liilhi 
rhunqiu, a text put together by Lil Buwei at the court ofQin around a39 BC. 

The text is • .among orher things. an argument for universal rulership. Com-

47. G"""ti. "Xinlhu, Ihang." 1).lb, )a- b. 
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piled at a time when the Qin unification of the stares became a real possibil

ity, the text appears to be part of a court debate over what the ideology of 

the state of Qin should be. 

The received tradition holds that Lli Buwei commissioned a number of 

scholars ro write chapters for a work that would encompass aU knowledge of 

the rime. Why such a tradition would develop is d ear: the overall claim 

made by the rext is one of indusivity. Although the specific arguments vary 

from chapter to chapter. each chapter attempts to pull togerher distinct po
sitions into larger. totalizing systems. Moreover, and more important for the 

concerns of this chapter, the attempt is usually made within cosmological 

frameworks. The text thus reveals an array of cosmological positions taking 

shape in the mid-rhird century BC since the place of humans varies from 

chapter (0 chapter, the text serves as an excellent series of examples of some 

of the disparate late Warring States attempts to envision rulership within a 

cosmological framework. 

The text also provides a snapshot of a debate at the Q in court on the eve 

of the imperial unification. In the short run, as we shall see, the positions;lS

sociared with the Liishi chunqiu failed to win OUt ae Court: soon after the work 

was completed. Lli Buwei fell from power, and the Qin court thereafter pro

vided little support for such ideas-nor did it do so after the formarion of 

the Qin empire. We thus g.ain a glimpse as well ofrhe precarious position of 

correlative cosmology.at (he courtS of the day. 
The t~Xt continues the critique of ritual specialists, as well as the critique 

of rulers of the day for employing them. For example, the "Jie shuH chapter 

sees attempts to manipulate the world of spirits as causing the problems they 

are supposed ro prevent: HIn the current generation, the rulers use crackmak

ing and milfoil divination, praying. and sacrificing. Therefore. sickness and 

disease come all the more.H4S The same chapter has similar critiques of the 

"spirit specialisrs and physiciansH -figures whom the "the ancients held in 

contempt.Hi9 Such criticisms show the degree ro which. even as late as 140 

BC, cosmologists still perceived themselves [0 be.a minority voice at the court 

and thought i( necessary to argue th.lt the rulers of their day should nor re

SOrt to such riru.al :uts as divination and sacrifice. The point is worth em

phasizing. since manr rwenrieth-cenrury analyses take (he cosmological 

4B. Liiu,i chw~qiu. "Jielhu: l.$"-. 
49. Ibid. 
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claims in texts like the UiJhi ,hunqill as evidence of fundamenu.1 structures of 

Chinese thought and overlook the origins of these texts as polemics against 

the dominant practices at the courts of the .uy. And they were arguments 

that would conrinue to be, for much of the next [WO ccnrories, quite unsuc' 

cessful. 

"VaYUtO 

The -Oayue- chapter, an essay on music, opens with a cosmogony designed 

co pl:ace both the origins of music and the sages' utilization of music within a 

bro2d generative framework-a framework reminiscent of the Talyi sheng 
Jhui: 

The origiru of tones and music are distam. They were generated of measures and 
rooted in the Great One (T airi). The Gra.t One produced the two forms. the twO 

fOnN produced [he yin and the yang.. the yin and the yang changed and transfonned, 
one above and one bdow, joining and completing. confused and chaoric, separating 

and then again joining. joining and then again separating. This is called the con
stancy of Heaven. Heaven and Eatth were the wheel of a chariot, ending and then 
again beginning. reaching the extreme and then again retuming.~ 

As in the T aip mellg Jhui, the cosmogony here centers around the Great One. 

But unlike that earlier text, the role of the Great One was ro give bitth to 

twO forms, which then gave binh to the yin and yang. 

The interaction of these two created the seasons, and out of this the myr
iad things were born: 

The four seasons repeatedly arose, now hot, now cold; now shott, now long: now 

5011:, now hard. The myriad thinp' were what emerged, initiated (tao) by the Great 
One, transfomled by rhe yin and yang. germinating. sprouting. devdoping. growing. 

growing cold, and freezing-all so as fa be formed. (s.3b) 

The proper and harmonious funcrioning of the cosmos allows for the contin

ued growth of things. The sounds produced from the ensuing harmony be

came the basis for the sages' formation of music: "The form and substance 

have a place; everything has a sound. Sound is produced from harmony, har

mony is produced from being fitting. When it was harmonious and fitting. 

the forme r kings determined (dillg) the music. (Music) was generated from 
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mis- (s.3b). Harmonious sound is mus a product of the growth of the cosmos 

itself, and me sages created music by determining those natural harmonies. 

Music thus exemplifies this natur.al harmony: ~ All music is the harmonizing 

of Heaven and Earth and the blending of yin and yang~ (S.4a). Hence, the 

sages use music to maintain Heaven and Earth in proper harmony. 

The Great One is the source of this harmony. As the authors argue in 

a pi\.SS:.lge almost identical to statements in both the Taiyi lhtllg shui and 

the LAozi: "The Way is the utmOSt essence. It cannot be formed; it cannot 

be named. If you are forced to do so, call it the Great One. Therefore, the 

One regulates and commands. and the two follow and obe( (S.4a- b). Con

sequently, humans who can use the One are able to bring harmony ro nature: 

He who can U5e rhe One to bring order fa his body will escape from disuter, live a 
long life to me end, and keep intact his Heaven (Tian). He who is able to use the 

One fa govern his state will CUt out depravity and licenriousne:u, attract: the wonhy, 
and complete the great transformarion. He who is able to use the One to regulate all 

under Heaven will cause cold and heat to be moderated and rhe wind and rain to be 
rimdy, and will become a sage. (s.4b) 

By utilizing the One, an adept can bring the natural world to its proper frui

tion: the individual will live out his allotted lifespan, the ruler of a state will 

bring order ro his realm, and me supreme ruler of :ill under Heaven will 

properly modulate the forces o f nature. 

Humans thus playa crucial role in moderating not only human nature 

but [he entire natural world. Music occupies a middle position here-it is 

based on the generative processes of nature. and yet it is one means humans 

use to regulate nature. Humanity is thw, even in the formation of mwic, the 

fulfiller of natural processes. The way to control the wind and rain, therefore. 

is not by trying to manipulate the spirits who control such forces but by 

connecting oneself to the Great One and theteby helping to maintain the 

harmony of the cosmic forces. Iv. in the ~Chengfa, ~ the argument here is that 

the adept should conform to an ex:rernal One. 

"&nJben{ 

In contrast to the ~D;lyuew chapter and [he ·Chengfa.~ the authors of several 

other chapters in the Lusbi ,bunljiu built their cosmological arguments on 

claims concerning Jhtll. The -Bensheng" chapter, one of the most interesting 

of these essay., makes coamologica.l claims for the potentially divine powers 
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of humans through a complex argument concernirig ancestors and humans.
s, 

The opening statement plays on the dde of the ruler, the Hson of Heaven~ 

(tiam:i): "That which first gives birch (~hmg) is Heaven; the one that nour

ishes and completes is man. The one who is able [0 nourish what Heaven 
generates without perverting it is called the Son of Heaven.

HS2 
H eaven is a 

generative power, and humans nurture what Heaven has generated. How

ever, such activities risk a perversion of the inheritance, a perversion thac can 

be avoided only by the Son of Heaven-that is, he who is a proper son, 
properly foUawing what me p<trent, Heaven. has generated. 

The text continues: 

The actions of the Son of Heaven take the completing of Huven as their Clmse. Ie is 
for this reason that officials are established. The establishment of officials is done in 
order to complete life. The deluded rulers of the present age Set up many officials 

but contrarily use them to harm life. They thus lose the purpose for establishing 
them. ([.4a) 

The sole goal of the State should be to complete Heaven. And the s:.l.me 

point holds at the level of human nature. Ag.ain, the emphasis is on the ne

cessity of nurturing human nature and on [he dangers of perverting it: 

It is the nature of man to be long-lived. But things (WII) disorder it; therefore, it does 
not obtain long life. Things are used to nurrure the nature; they :m: not what uses 
the nature to be nurrured. (1.4a) 

The concern, therefore, is not to use oneself to help things but the enct 

opposite: 

Of those who are deluded in the present a~, many usc the nature to nurture things. 
They do nOt understand (the distinctions ofllightness and heaviness. He who does 

not know lightness and heaviness rakes heavy as light and light as heavy. As such, 
every action fails. ([,4a-b) 

The abili£)' to nurture correctly thus resides in a correct underscOlnding of 

distinctions. Accordingly, the sage consumes only those things that are 

beneficial: 

SI. My undemanding of this dupeer has bt:.:l\ helped by ,he in.!ighdul commenu in Gra· 
ham. "The Backgroul\d of ,he Mencian Theory or Human Nature: pp. I ) - IS. I. however. 
question Graham', attempt to read the chapter as "Yangi"'-

S1. LiiJhi rhwn~iw. "Bc:nlheng. "l.lb- 4a: hereinafter cilro in Ihe lUI. 
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Therefore, as regards a sage's rdation to sounds, colors, flavors, and tastes: if they 
are beneficial to his nature, he takes them. If mey are harmful to his n:u:ure. he re
jects them. This is the way of completing his nature. (I ... b). 

And completing his nOlture is tantamount to completing his He:.l.ven: 

Therefore, the sage regub.res me myriad things so as to complete his Heaven. If his 
Heaven il complete. then his spirit will be harmoni:o:ed, his eyes wiU be dear-,eeing. 
hil ears keen of he:uing. his nose good at smelling. his mouth quick. the }60 joints 
all connected .and ,harp. (1.51) 

By thus regulating the myriad things, me sage is :.I.ble to perfect his he.avenly 

endowment, His powers Olnd f.tculties then connect properly with the rest of 

the cosmos: as hil spirit becomes hOlrmonized with the cosmos, his senses 

are Olble to perceive without error. ru :.I. consequence, the sage himself be· 

comes like He.aven md fu.rth: 

His essence will penetrate Heaven .and Emh, and his spirit will cover the universe. 
As regards things: there:ue none he does nor receive.and none he does not internal
itt. He is like Heaven and Eanh. (I.sa). 

The cycle is complete. Heaven gives birth to mm, :.I.nd man thus has :.I. 

part of Heaven within him. The goal of man is ro utilize the things of the 

world to complete that which HeOlven has given. The true sage-the person 

who is able to complete this process-ultim:.l.tely intemali:o:es all things 

within himself, and hil essence and spirit penetr:.l.te the universe. The Son 

becomes compuable to that which gave birth to him: he becomes like 

He.aven :.I.nd Euth themselves. 

The sage's achievement of a spirit that encompasses the cosmos is thus 

rhe teleological completion of what He:.l.ven iniri.ally generated. In such a 

cosmology, man does not exist in Ol potential agon with Heaven, nor does 
man follow Heaven; instead man-if he fully achieves his potenrial

completes Heaven's generative process and ,thereby regulates the myriad 

things of the universe. Things are therefore to be used to aid in m:.l.n's com

pletion of this geneutive process. In short, Heaven esta.blished the cosmos 

for mOln: if the Son of H e.aven accepts what benefits hil own nature md reo 

jects all that does not, he will rule over the world properly. 

The ugument is in some W:.l.ys :.I. radicali7;ation of the claims of Mencius. 

Mencius believed rh.:u sages, by culriv:.l.ring that which Heaven gave them, 

could encompass the myriOld things and humonize Heaven :.I.nd Earth. But 

he allo felt thn Heaven, fo r renons that were mysterious, at times blocked 
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the uge's proper ordering of the world. In this chapter of the LUJhi chunqiu, 
however. the sage's ordering of the cosmos is defined :.l.S me normative 

movement of the generative process begun by H eaven. The potential agon 

found from the Western Zhou through Mcneius, which figures like 
Zhuangzi rejecrcd by defining [he spirit :.l.S sponraneously following He2ven, 
is here denied entirely: in achieving the ability to encompass the universe and 

regulate the myriad things, the sage brings to completion what Heaven has 

gencTlccd. 
A closer look, however. reveals chat the argument of the "Benshenf p.r

.allds the ritual behayior toward the ancestors discussed in Chapter I : it is the 

living who must bO[h fulfill me processes begun by the ancestors and place 

those ancestors in the proper location. O nly here the prlXess moves in the 

opposite direction: instead of trying to order his ancestors and ultimately in

fluence H eaven, the ruler becomes like Heaven and personally brings order 

to the entire cosmos. The method advocated is therefore self-cultivation, not 

sacrifice .and djvin.ation. As in the "Neiye" and ~Xinshu· ch.apters, powers 

usu.ally conceived to be obt.ainable only by ritual specialists in their dealings 

with spirits are here presented 2S obt.ainable by certain humans through self

cultivation. The conflict between humans and spirits is denied by represent

ing the s.age 2S capable of divinizing himsdf .and thereby internalizing all of 

the cosmos within himself. 

The ~Lunren· chapter plays with these notions in a slightly different way. 

The ch.apter opens by explaining th.at the most important thing for.a ruler to 

do is ro revert ro his true n.ature: 

What is meant by turning back to oneself:' Making one's ears and eyes appropriate, 
modulating one's lusts and desires, forsaking deverness and plotting. expelling 
crafi'iness and precedent, letting one', intentions roam (you) in the inexhaustible 
realm. and exercising one's mind on the path of spontaneity.S} 

Neither precedent-following the p2St-nor craftiness-shifting with the 

times-is of use. The goals .are to return co one's true self, w.ander through 

out the cosmos, and embT2ce spont.aneity. On the face of it, this sounds very 

much like Zhuangzi. 
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As in the -Bensheng" chapter, by following this program, the ruler pro

feCts the Heaven within him: 

As such, there will be nothing that will harm his Heaven. If there is nothing that 
will harm his Heaven, then he will know his essence. Ifhe knows his essence, then 
he will know his spirit. Knowing his spirit is known u obtaining the One. Now, the 
myriad fornu are completed after obtaining the One. Therefore, he who knows the 
One can respond to the a1reradons and transfor.mations of thin~. (1.7bl 

H ere too, the possibility of conflict with Heaven is denied; on the contrary, 

one's highest goal as a human is to protect that piece of H eaven within one

self. But the "Lunren" .adds to th is argument.a cosmology ba.sed on essence, 

spirit, and the One. These are arrayed in a hierarthy: not harming his 

Heaven allows the adept to know his essence, which in tum allows him to 

know first his spirit and then the One. Since all things, it is implied, 2fe sub

ordinate to the One, his knowledge of the One allows the adept to respond 

to things flawlessly. 
As in the "Bensheng" chapter, this ultim.ately allows one to be like 

H eaven and Earch: 

Therefore, if his knowledge consists in knowing the One, then he will be like 
Heaven and Earth. As such, then what affair cannot be overcome:' Whu thing (wul 
will he not respond to? (3.8a) 

The ruler thus, in .a sense, t ranscends being a thing (wu). He inste.ad 

knows the One and is like He.aven and E.arch: he witnesses the alterations 

and tr.ansformation of things and responds properly. In some w.ays, this ar

gument is reminiscent of that in the "Neiye": by culrivaring himself, the 

adept is able to obt.ain the One and rule effect ively. But here the implication 

is not that one, a.s in the -Neiye; conrrols things; the sense is, rather, that 

one is able [0 respond effecrively to things. This is, in .a way, a political re.ad

ing of the cosmology of texes like the Zhuang:ri. But instead of simply .accept

ing the order of H eaven and thereby spontaneously according with [he 

proper way, the ruler here becomes like Heaven md Earch and thus m.ain

tains the s.ame spontaneous direction over things [h,lI[ He.aven .and Earth 

themselves exercise. The Zhuangzi repeatedly advises us [0 Stop trying to 

overcome He.aven; the concern here is precisely to allow the adept to ovet

come things. The path to political power, therefore, lies not in becoming like 

a 'piTit bur in att.aining the same spontaneous guidance of the cosmos exer

ciaed by Ht2ven. 
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·Wugon{ 

Y tt another variant of the cosmological argument is (0 be found in the 
·Wugong~ chapter. A3 in the "Lunren," the argument of the ·Wugong~ 
chaptcr is based on .a linkage of spirit :.l.nd the Great One. The sage-king. the 
:.l.uthors argue, 

nourishes his spirit. cultivates his power (dt) and transforms .... Bright, like the il· 
lumination of the sun, he alters and transforms the myriad things, and nothing is 
not put in morion. His spirit is harmonized with the Grear One.54 

By nourishing his spirit, the sage-king harmonizes his spirit with the G reat 

One and gains power over things: 

His essence penetrates to the ghosts and spirits. Deep. minutt, dark, mysterious; no 

one sus his form. If today he faced south, the hundred hettrodoxies would correct 

themsdves and all under Heaven would return to their dispositions. The people 
would fully take plusure in their intentions and peacefully culrivate theif natures, 
and none would act without completing. (17.gb) 

These powers would ultimately allow him to become like [he ghosrs and 

spirirs, and he would recfio/ the world. 
The claim here is in some ways cpmparable to a Statement from the 

Llmyl.l (IsIs): 

The master said: "NOt doing anything and yet purring things in order, this was 
Shun. What did he do? He made hinuelf reverent, was rectified, and faced south; 
that is ill: 

Shun was able to PUt all in order by assuming the proper ritual position. 
The passage from the HWugongH chapter makes a similar point but at a 

cosmological level: by making his spirit harmonize with the Great One, the 
sage-king penerrates to [he ghosrs and spirirs and brings order to the wOtld. 

Several interrelated claims are being made here. The most important is 

chat humans can, through self-cultivation, gain the same powers as ghosrs 
and spirits. Precisely what powers ghosts and spirits have is not clear: they 

certainly do not seem to be the ghosts and spirits of contemporary religious 
practice-beings who act willfully and (from the point of view of humans) 
sometimes arbitrarily, and who therefore need to be manipulated by means 
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of arts such as divination or sacrifice. The implication is that the spirits are 
without form yet can nonetheless order things-powers [hat a human can 

attain as well. 
H owever. nothing in the text implies [hat ghosrs and spirits face south 

and thereby make all under H eaven follow their wishes. Hwnans can pene· 

trate to the ghosrs and spirits, but humans are also granted a particular and 
crucial role in ordering the cosmos. As with Confucius, that role is based on 
ritual positioning. but here it is discussed in terms of a cosmological potency. 
As a consequence, the sage·king is able to bring all within his realm into the 

form that he desires: 

In general, the ruler resides in evenness and srillncss and employs virrue and Hans· 
fornution so as to follow his needs. In this way, he gives form to nature (xi"g). 
(17.lob) 

The sage-king does precisely what [he Great One does: he gives form to 

things by guiding their nature-their innate potenriality. 
The sage's realm is rhus a microcosm of the larger cosmos. By nourishing 

his spirit, the ruler can anain the power to tuns form things and give them 
form. This is yet another variant of the attempc co claim continuity in che 
cosmos and co posicion the human ruler, by linking with che ultimate ances

tor, as the ordering force of the cosmos. 

Each of these chaprers from the Lushi chl.lnqil.l involves anempts to develop a 
cosmological argument based on a claim of genealogical descent. If every
ching is descended from a common ancestor, then how does man gain power 

vis-a-vis this ancestor! As I have noted, the answers to this question are 
complex cosmological reworkings of the issues discussed in Chapter I con
cerning ancestral sacrifices. Correlative cosmology in China may be an at

tempt to supersede sacrificial models, but the authors of cosmological sys
cems often appeal to the model of ancestral sacrifice in making their 
argumenrs. As Granet (according to my reading of him) has argued, cosmol

ogy in early China often recapitulates sacrificial claims. 

The Pattern of Heaven and Earth: The Xunzi 

All the rexts discussed thus far in this chapter advocate a cosmology based 
on a common descent of everything (including man) from a single ancescor, 

~nd all reject practices such as divination and sacrifice. r tum now to Xunzi, 
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one of the pre-eminent thinkers of the third cenrury DC.
U Many scholars 

would argue that although Xunzi rejects divination and sacrifice, he does not 

accept the cosmological argumenrs developing around him. Indeed, Heiner 

Roe[% porcnlYs Xunzi as a full racionalis~ 2nd .argues thOlt :although Xunzi 

at times appears to make cosmological arguments. he does not intend them 

as such. In Xunzi. Hthe cosmological diction is rhetoric.ooS7 

I will dispute each of these pointS! Xunzi was indeed exm:mely interested 

in cosmological notions, and unlike so many of his contemporaries, he jUp

porttd sacrifice and divination. Although he agreed that sacrifice and divill2-

cion could not coerce spirits, he argued that they were nonetheless tradi· 
tional practices and should be accepted as such. Thus, in connast to those 

calling for a rejection of sacrifice and d ivination on the grounds that the SlIge 
can achieve the same ends through shen-like inruition, Xunzi argues that 

such practices :a.re culture (Wtn 3t). As he states in the li:a.nlun~ ch:a.pter:S8 

If we S:l.crifice and it e:lins, what does this mean! I s:a.y: it does not mean :a.nything. 
It is the S:l.me as not S:l.crificing md h:a.ving it rain. When the sun is eaten by 
the moon (Le., when there is an eclipse), we uve it; when Heaven has.:l. drought. we 
ucrifice; we engage in ctackmaking and milfoil divin.:l.tion and only then decide .:I. 
great event. But we do not thereby obt.ain wh.:l.t we seek; we.are pl:lCing culture (10'(11) 
upon ir. Therefore, .:I. genclemm tues this as culture. but the hundred f:a.milies tue 
it as divine (skn). To take it as culture is .:I.uspicious; to take it as divine (shen) is 
inauspicious.S'J 

But wh.:l.t precisely does Xunzi me.:l.n in distinguishing wen and shen! T ell

ingly, Xunzi defines wen in rebtion to sacrifici:a.l action. His full argument is 

worth following in depth. 

At the xillng sacrifice, we ue told, water, raw fish, and unflavored soup 

are offered: NAt the great xiang sacrifice, one offers a goblet of water, pbces 

55. My ovenl.I understanding of Xunzi hu been hdped gr~t!y by the analyse.! in Goldin. 
Ril..../' oflbe W~y:.md the essays in Kline.md Ivanhoe, Virlu., Nal,,.., a..J Moral Ag<"'1 illth. 
XUllri. Of J=licular hdp for d", specific issues of in.eresr in this section hu been Campany, 
-Xunzi and Durkhcim as Thcor1m ofRiru.al Practice: 

56. See, e.g., Roetl, Conjuriall Ethics of Ib • .Axi..I Ag<, PP.11)-~. 

51. Ibid., p. ~10. 
58. My unda~r.anding of rhe 'T .. n1uo" chapter hu been aided rremendowly by Ivanhoe, 

-A Happy Symmnry"; M.achle, N~lure • ..J He","", ill 1M XUIIli; and Eno, Tht Colljulillll erta
liolloj H'4~'~' pp. 1~4-61. 

59. Xwn~; (htTeinalter cited in the text), '''tllun," 1I.I)lI. 
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raw fish on the offering table, and serves firS[ the unflavored soup. This is co 

honor the foundations (ben ;$:) of food and drinkw ("Lilun,w IJ.3b). But one 

men goes on to offer prepared foods: 

At the xiang S:lCMCe, one offers the goblet of wuer but [hen uriliXe:I wine and SWeet 

wine; one fim h:u glutinous and pmided millet but then eats rice:l.l1d spiked millet; 
at the sacrifices, one tues the unflavored soup but then gets filled with various ddi
cacies. One is thus honoring the foundations yet embracing how they.:l.u used (yong 
ffl). ("Lilun: lJ.lb) 

The sacrifices allow us to honor both the raw and the cooked, 

Xunzi then associates these cwo poles with wen and Ii ~, respectively: 

NHonoring the foundations is what we call cultural forms (wen). Embracing 

how they are used is what we call pattern (Ii)" rLilun,~ 13.Jb). Offering a 

goblet of water, placing raw fish on the offering cable, and serving unfl:a.vored 

soup is an example of culrural form-of :a.crions mar direct the p:a.rticipants' 

attention to the foundations observable in nature. And the second p:a.rt of 

the sacrifices allows us to embrace human preparation of food and drink for 

consumption. "When these cwo :a.re combined with completed cultural 

forms, they thereby return to the Great One. All of this is what we call the 

Great Flourishing- (Lilun,· lJ.3b). The · completed cultural formsH thus re

rum us co rhe Gre:I.C One-me original foundation-just as lesser cultural 

forms return us to such basics as raw food. 

Xunzi has thus posiced an extremely complex sec of interlocking defmi

tions. We have foundations, cultural forms that help us honor those found:a.

(ions, p:;.tterns that allow us to embrace how humans put those foundations 

to use. and completed cultural forms th:a.[, combining cultural forms and 

patterns, return us ro the Gre:l.[ One-the primary foundation. Sacrifices 

for Xunzi thus involve a focus on (he nature of human action in relation to 

the world. Indeed, they encapsulate the entire process of hum:a.ns' taking 

elemencs of n:a.ture, preparing them, and then consuming them. 

Ac one level, mis may seem like a very Hrationar understanding of sacri

fice. Indeed, it closely corresponds with some of Uvi-Srr:a.uss·s :a.nalyses of 

ritual. But Xunzi's final claim thu humms are thus honoring (he Great One 

reveals a gre:l.rtr cosmological interest than Roetz is willing to admit. To 

mue sense of this, let us take a closer look at Xunzi's conception of-founda_ 

t ions: cultural forms, and p:a.tterns. For Xunzi, cultural forms 2nd patterns 

:are humm artifice, whereas the foundations:are part of nature, 
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Therefore r say that the nature (:o:'''g) is the foundation. the beginning, the material , 
and the substance; artifice il the cultural fo rm (wen). pattern (Ii), abundance. and 
flourishing. If there were no nature. there would be nothing for :mif'ice to add to. If 
there were no artifice. the naNn: would be unable [0 beautify irsd( Only when the 

nature and artifice combine are the names of the sages unified and the accomplish

ments of all under Heaven completed. (Lilun,W 1).1001) 

And artifice mUJI be combined with narure in order for the myriad [hin~ to 
be brought to order: 

Therefore, I say that when Ha ven and the Eanh combine, the myriad things are 

born; when yin and yangjoin. changes lIld rraruformarions arise; when the nature and 
artifice combine. all under Heaven is pur in order. Heaven can give birth to things but 
cannot dUdnguish things; the Earth can bear man but cannot put mm in order. 
Within the universe. the myriad things generate those who belong to the human race, 
they await the sage and only then arc they differentiated. ("Lilun: 13.roa) 

It is the combining of cultural forms and patterns with the foundations that 

brings order to the world. As r have argued elsewhere. there is an implicit 

teleology in Xunzi: humans fulfill their proper duty through artifice :md 

rhereby bring order to that which Heaven generated.60 

Elsewhere. Xunzi speaks of patterns (Ii) as wmething ehe sages properly 

brough t to t he world of nature: 

Therefore, Heaven and Earth gave birth to the gentleman. The gencleman gives pat
terru to Heaven and Euth. The gentleman forms a triad with Heaven and Earth, is 

the summation of the myriad things. and is the father and mother of the people. 
Without the gentleman. H eaven and Earth have no pattern. rirual and righteous
nCD have no unity, above there is no ruler or leader. below there is no father or son. 

This is called me utmost chaos. Ruler and minister. father and son, older and 
younger brother. hUJbmd and wife. begin and then end. end and then begin. They 
share with Heaven and Earth the same pattern and lut for ten thousand genera· 

nons. This is called the G reat Foundation (btn). r Wangzhi: s.7a-b) 

T he gentleman forms a triad with H eaven and Earth. and he in rum be

comes the f.uher and mother of the people. And this entire hien.rchy is de· 

fined as the Great Foundation. 

The order of sages is thus the teleological completion of the generation of 

H eaven. As in the "Benshenf chapter of the LUJhi ,hunqiu, the sage is the 

son of Heaven in a lite ral sense o f carrying OUt ehe inheritance of Heayen, 
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Bur the sage d oes not. through cuirivation, become like H eaven. On the con

trary, HeaYen and man haye distinct duties in the proper ordering o f the 

cosmos. They ue generically related, but in this cosmology [he son does not 

become like the ancestor. 

So what about mrn? If in this cosmology the sage completes [he wo rk of 

Heaven, t hen d oes [he SOIge become a spirit? 

The arrayed sran follow in ci rcles, the Jun and moon , hine in alternation, the four 
seasons take charge in liuccession, yin and yang greatly transform, the wind and thc 

rain disseminate broadly. As for the myriad thingJ, each obt:ain.s what harmonizes 
with it in order to be born, and each obcains iu nurturance in order to become , om

plere. We cannOt see thc activity. but we can sec the accomplishmenu. TIm is what 
we call "divinc· (she .. ). All understand that by whi,h it hu been complered but no 
one unders tands its formlessness. This i, what wc call -Heavcn.· O nly the sage acts 

without liecking to understand Heavcn. ("Tianiun," lI.gb-loa) 

The cosmos operates according to specified pancrns in order to allow things 

(wu) to live and receive nourishment. The filct that the cosmos so operates is 

Jh!rI. Xunzi uses the term not to describe spiries with comrol over natural 

phenomena: t he word does nor imply particular spirits a.s the causal agents 

o f each event. H e is, rather, using it to describe the d ivine qualities of the 

panemed cosmos, the fact that it so opcn.tes to allow things to flourish. 

And "H eaven" refers to the origin of this cosmos. But, we are told, the sage 

seeks not [ 0 understand any of this. 

Xunzi then rums co man. Like the rest of t he cosmos, man is born from 

Heaven: "When (he work of H eaven has been established and the accom

plishments of H eaven have been completed. the form is prepared and the 

spirit (00) is born- (iianlun,- n.lOa). ru in texrs like the "Neiye" and 

"Xinshu: humans have spirit within themselves. Man's inheritance is [hen 

described a.s coming from Heaven: 

Likes. dislikes, happiness, anger, sorrow, and joy are nored within him: these are 

called the Heavenly disposition. The ears, eyes, nose, mouth, and body-each hu 
thac with which it conneas, but they Cannot substitute for one another: these arc 
, ailed the Heavenly faculties . The mind resides within the central emptinCSIII so u to 

rule the five faculties: this is called the Heavenly ruler. It makes into produce what is 
nOf of its species in order to nurture its species: this is called the Heavenly nunur
ance. ThOle who accord with their species are called fonunate, and those who op
pote their .pecies are called unfortunare; rhis is called the H eavenly govcrnance. 
("Tianlun: 11.loa) 
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And the sage is the figure who most successfully utilizes his inheritance &om 
Heaven: 

The sage dears his Heavenly ruler, recrifies his Heavenly f2culries, prepares his 
Heavenly nu\'tllrance. accords with his Heavenly governance, nourishes his H eav. 

enly disposition. and thereby brings completion to the Heavenly accomplishments. 
Ifhe does so, chen he knows wh.u he is [0 do and not to do. H eaven and Earth then 

perform cheir functions. and the myriad things serve him. His movements are fully 
ordered, his nurtuunee fully appropriate. md his life is without'" injury. This is 

cilled knowing Heaven. (-rianlun.~ IJ.lob) 

If man utili:zes properly what Heaven has given him, chen me myriad things 

serve him. Man's duty in the cosmos, therefore. is ro bring order ro chings. 

And. for Xunzi, thi5 represents knowing Heaven. In other words, to attempt 

to study the workings of the cosmos directly (as many correlative texts of the 

time were advocating) is mistaken; rather, the goal should be to cultivate 

oneself, utilize the Heavenly inheritance properly, and thereby take 2 domi

nant role in ordering things. 

The o rder that results is a further elUmple of lhtll. For ex.ample, in one 

pasSllge, after discussing how all natural objects 2nd CTC2tures are utilized by 

man for man's benefit, Xunzi condudes: 

ThlU, as for what Heaven nourishes and Eanh carries, all that is beautiful is urili2:ed, 

and all that is useful is brought fonh. Above, it is used to adorn the wonhy and 
good, and below it is used to nourish the hundred families and give them pleasure. 

This is called the "Great Divinity" (d~ lhen). CWangzhi: s.6b) 

The appropriation by hum2nity for its own usc all th2t has been nourished 

and carried by He2ven and Eareh is ehe proper, divine order of the cosmos. 

And the sage who is able to maintain order in the cosmos is himself di

vine (lhtn): 

What is called [he One? I say: holding fast to the divine (Ihen) and being resolute. 

What is called divine (Jhtn)~ I say: the utmost goodness and full ordering is called 
divine. If none of the myriad things (wu) are able [0 ovenurn him, then he is called 
rellolute. He who is divine and resolute is called a sage. CRu xiao: 4.7:1) 

By definition, the sage is resolute and divine. Resoluteness is ehe abili£)' nO[ 

to be overturned by things: the sage should rule things, nor vice vers2. Divin

ity (lhtll) is specified as "utmost goodness and full ordering (Wi)." This is 

consistent with Xunzi's other uses of the term Jhen: Jhell is what brings 

things to their proper order. Thus, the functioning of the cosmoa itlelf is di -
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vine (shtn), the sage who properly uses the endowment given to him by 

He2ven to ruJe over the myriOld things is divine (5hen), and the resulting or

der is gre2cly divine (da l'hm). 

The passage continues: -rhe sage is the manager of the Way. The Way 

of all under Heaven is managed by him; the W2y of the hundred kings is 
unified by him. Therefore, the Pomy, DocUmt IlU, RituaIJ,:and MUlic return us 

to him" ("Ru xiOlo: +.72). The traditions of the sages, recorded in wh2t we 

now call the Classics. allow later generations to know the teachinV of the 

sages. Bur since Heaven has endowed everyone with the ability to become 2 

sage, anyone who studies these 2ncienr records c:an 2chieve the same powers: 

If you make a man in [he street submit to techniquell and engage in srudy, concen

trating his mind and unifying his will, thinking. inquiring. examining. adding each 
day for a long time, accumulating goodness without ceasing. [hen he will penetrate 

[0 [he divine clarity (5henmillg) and form a triad with Heaven and Eanh. ("Xing'e,' 

11.6b) 

But these powers grant the srodent neither control over phenomen2 nor a 

flawless undersranding of the cosmos but, rather, 2n ability to bring proper 

order to himself and the world. Xunzi thus util..izcs much of the increasingly 

common cosmological vocabulary of the time but 21ters it so as to emphasize 

(he crucial importance of following the e2rlier sages. of continuing the ritual 

and textual traditions of the past. 

We are now in 2 position to understand Xunzi's re2ding of sacrifice and 

divinuion. In the p2SSage quoted Olt the beginning of this seerion, Xunzi de

fends these practices as Wtll, but not as shen. The ~Neiye~:and ~Xjnshu' claim 

divination to be unnecesury beCOlUSC such powers of prognostication arc ob

tain2ble through human cultivation; Xunzi encour2ges these practices. But 

he opposes any attempt to undersund the spirits or Heaven, 2nd he opposes 

any ;mempr 2t prognostication: he rejects the claim that one can truJy un

derstand a future event (either through divin2tion or intuition). Nonethdess, 

the practice still has va.iue, for ir is 2 tradition handed down by the sages. 

But what does Xunzi mean when he says that sacrifice and divination are 

not lhell? For practices to be WIl, in Xunzi's terminology, they have to bring 

about 2 proper order, even though the ultimate C2USal mechanism is ourside 

o rdin2ry human perception. So, if sacrifice resulted in order, it would be Jhen; 
if divin2tion succeeded in showing what 2ctivitics arc 2uspicious, it would be 

.mll. But sacrifice and divin2tion C2nnor do these things. and the belief thOlt 

they can represents for Xunzi a foolish attempt to control 2nd understand 
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the cosmos-things that are outside the powers of hum:.!.ns and their arts. 
Humans can bring about order only by (ultil/uing themselves to utilize their 

faculties properly and thereby ffi:.Uce the myriad things serve them, but they 
do not have the power to control the wind and (';lin. 

But sacrifice and divination are still wtn: if understood properly. these 

practices help humans to understand their proper role in the cosmos. Thus, 
Xunzi's argument is based not on a claim of rationalism but on the nature: of 

humanity and the nature of the cosmos. Xunzi opposes attempts by humans 

to use sacrifice and divination to influence spirits, and he equ.ally opposes 
claims that humans can themselves become spirits and directly ex:ercise con

trol over the cosmos. His response is to argue that humans have a crucial 

role to play in the cosmos: the human artifices of culture and panern bring 

order to the cosmos not by allowing humans ro control the wind and 

rain bue by allowing them ro cultivate themselves properly. create a correer 

society. and appropriate natural objects for their own benefit. The cosmos 

is structured such that humans can emerge and. in this specific sense. give 

it order. Xunzi thus fully accepts the arguments concerning divinization 

and the crucial role humans play in the ordering of the cosmos. but he shifts 

the meaning of each of these terms dramatically. Humans do not be
come like Heaven; rather. they playa Heaven-given role in bringing order 

to the world. 

And. through this argument. Xunzi provides himself a basis for support

ing cultural traditions handed down from the past. Unlike the other texts 

discussed in this chapter, Xunzi supports sacrifice and divination and op

poses the claim that humans can control or understand naeural processes. 

Submitting to me T rigrams: The Xici zhuan 

The Xici zhuan. a commentary to the Yi, or Book of Changcj, is one of the 

most oft-cited texts in discussions of correlative cosmology in China. At first 

glance. it appears to be yet another late Warring States text. like the chap

ters of me LiiJhi chunqiu and Guanzi, arguing that a human can through culti

vation come to understand the workings of the cosmos and thereby be effec

tive in the world or, in short, become a sage. Without question. the 

terminology of the text, with its emphasis on a spontaneous. self-generating 

cosmos which the sages should strive to understand and panern themselves 

on, resembles that found in the roughly contemporary texts mentioned 

above. Nonetheless, appearances aside. the Xi,i zhuan is quite critical of 
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many of these texts. Contrary to the usual interpretation. its argument is in 

some ways comparable ro that found in portions of the Xunzi. 
In particular. unlike almost all the texts discussed thus far. the Kid zhuan 

was wtiuen in JUppOft of the om of divin:nion. Unlike the critiques in texts 

such as the "NeiyeH and "Xinshu,· [he authors of the Xi,i v,uan argue 

strongly for the efficacy of divination. And unlike Xunzi, the authors of the 
Kid v,uan support divination not because it is Wtn but bec.ause it is jhtn. 

The .authors of the Xici zhuan argue that the cosmos operates through 

changes pur in motion by the alternation of yin and yang. Since change is 

based on a defin.able series of processes, [he alternation can be formulated 

numerically. 

The numbers of Heaven arc twenty.five, the numbers of E.arth .are thirty. In .all, 
the numbers of Heaven and Earth are fifty-five. Ir is by means of chese thOlt the 
.alrem.ariolU and rr.ansformatiolU are completed :md the ghosts and spirits are pur 
into morion.61 

Hence, [0 underst.and ch.ange itself is ro understand the spirits: 

The master said: "He who knows the way of alternations and tr.ansfonnatiolU un
demands what it is thar the spirits (~") do." (A/~) 

Spirits. in this definition. are not willful agents who direct phenomena on 

their own. Instead. they oper.ate through underst.andable processes of change. 

The key, therefore, is to undetsc.and these processes. And the way to do it, 

.according to the Xici zhuan. is to understand "che Pivo(.~ The Pivot is the 

point of the alternation of yin and yang, the basis on which all change occurs. 

Thus. he who understands (his mechanism is able to undersund change and 

hence what actions will be auspicious. And because this knowledge gives him 

the ability to act properly, it means [hat he, too, c.an be c.alled divine {jhtn):62 

The mOISter said: the one who understands the Piv(/[. is he not divine? ... The 
Pivor is the minurest beginning of movement, the firn m.anifestacions of .auspicious
ness. The superior man sees the Piv(/[ and acts. without waiting until the end of the 
d.ay." (B/s) 

61. Xici :th~ .. ", Alp: hereilUfter cited in the len. My numbering of each p.as.s.age follow. 

Ihe Zhu Xi arrangement . 
6l. Wilbrd J. Peteuon ("Making Connection,: pp. 103-10) provide, an a cdkm diJcllJ

lion o{ rhe nor ion of 1/,(" in !Ix Xici zhw .. n. In what {oUow" I attempc 10 .upplemenl his ,rudy 
by noting the hillorkal ,igroiflcance of Ihe cuim, made in the tCXt. 
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However. the (ext claims that the Yi, or CIxlllgc', is also divine: 

The Yi is without thought and without acrion. Still and nor moving. responding and 

then penern.ring the ClIUSes of everything under Heaven. If it were not the mOlt di. 
vine (sMlI) of all under Heaven, how would it be able to parricifWt in this? (Ahe) 

Moreover, the pass:!ge continues, it was only by means of the Yi that the 

sages were (the past tense, as I will argue lattr. is n«essary here) able to un
derstand phenomeru: 

The Yi is th.lIt by whkh uges went to the limit of the deep and investigated the 
Pivot. Only because it is deep were they therefore able to penetrate the will of all 
under Heaven, only because it iJ a Pivot were they therefore able [0 complere the 

work of all under Heaven. Only because it is divine (six") were they therefore not 

hurried and yer fur, not moving and yet arriving. (Aho) 

But note that it is not JUSt thac the Yi gives one access co the Pivot; in the 

second sentence, che authors describe the Yi itself as a Pivot. 

Sevetal questions immediately arise. H ow can the Yi be called divine~ 

How can the Yi itselfbe described as a Pivot? and If it is the relet char guided 

the sages, then where did it come from? I will deal with each of these in rum. 
As Willard Peterson has convincingly argued. the basic claim of the Xi!i 

zhuan is [nat the Yi is itselfin accord with the processes of nature:6l 

The Yi is adju.1ited [ 0 Heaven and Earth. Therefore it is able to complete and claa
sify me way of Heaven and Eanh. Looking up. it observes the panerns of Heaven; 
looking down, it examines the principles of the EarTh. (AI .. ) 

The reason the Yi possesses [he ability [0 replicare the changes of the world 

is th:u it possuses the Pivot of change itself. 

It is for this rcuon thar the Yi pouases rhe Great PiW)[ (Taiji). Ttw generated [he: 
two truignia. The two insignia generated the four images. The four imagc:.s gener
.Ired the eight trigrams. The eight t tigranu determine auspiciousness and inauspi
ciousnc:s.s. Au.spiciousness and inauspiciou.sness generate me great undertaking. 
(Alto) 

This p4SUge can be read either as a cosmogony of the universe or as a State

ment of the generation of the Yi. And mat is precisely the point: it is both. 

In other words. the changes in the hexagram lines of the Yi mirror the 
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changes tnat occur in the narural world. and the work is thus a microcosm of 

the processual changes of the universe itself. 

The hard and the soft push each orher and generare changell and transformations. 

(A/:t) 

As a consequence, the Yi corresponds to the movement of Heaven and 

Earth itself 

The broad and the great64 much Heaven and Earth; the alternations penetrate and 
march the fou r sasons; the: propric:ry of yin and yang matches the: sun and moon. 
The goodness of ease and simplicirll matches the utmost potency. (A/I5) 

But what makes the Yi invaluable for humans is chat not only dou it cor

respond to the moveme:nts of Heaven and Earth, but it actually penetrates 

these: processes and is thus able to unde:rsand wnat changes are to come: 

One yin and one yang is called the Way. That which continues it is called good; that 
which completes it is called nature:. .. . Generating and generating is called change:. 
Completing the images is called Qian; imitating the modd. is called Kun. Going to 
the limit of numbers to understand what is to come is called prognostication; pene
trating alternations is called serving. What yin and yang cannot measure is called 

PIc". (A/5) 

The: movement of the universe is defined by the incerplay of yin and yang; 

che: interplay of yin and yang lines in the Yi therefore replicares the interplay 

of yin and yang forces in the cosmos at brge. And char which defines this in
terplay is divine and merefore not explicable in (emu of yin and yang. The 

Yi is divine precisely hc:cause it penetrates to the workings of change itself. 

And the process of divination grana humans-those with fomu-an 

understanding of these changes. 

It is for thU rason mat the: power of the: milfoilstalks i. round and divine (llx"), the: 
power of the trigrams is square so as to understand. and the propriety of the.ix linea 
is changeable so as to provide:. (Aho) 

64·. The "broad- and the "gr""-I" refer 10 Qian ami Kun. re$p«tivdy; thex lerms = uud 
10 define Qian and Kun in ,he lines immcciiately prucciing thoR gi-= here. 

6" "Ease" and "Iim~ic,iry" arc funher rcfcrrnlju ro Qian,and Kun, rapectiyely. ~n c~r~~ 
line in the work ,cadi: QIm knOWI by mcam o~caJC; Kun *' capable by lI\C:atlI of IWlphcLty 
(A/I). 
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The fim part of diyinarion involves the use of mil foil stalks, which are divine 
and hence arruned [0 the ch2flges themselves. They are rhus round-like 
Heaven. The milroil stalks point the user to the trigrams-which ue sqwre 

and thus within human comprehension.66 The lines [hen explain what is to 

come. 

Only the uges of antiquity, those who were able [0 perceive properly, 
were able to understand how [ 0 use the: texr: 

Divine (s/,(,,) so as to understand what is to comc, understanding 'io as [0 srore whu 
had come, who would be able to pan icip:ne in [his? h is rhose of antiquity who were 

sharp of hearing and dear of vision. perceptive and underst.mding. divindy (shrll) 
mamal without putting people to death. This is the means by which they ilIumi· 
nated the way of Heaven and explored the practices of the people. (Aho) 

The uges of antiquity understood the way o f H eaven and the pr.lctices of 

the people because o f the Yi. 

And where d id the Yi come fro m! 

The sages Set forth the trigranu and observed the images. They attached words to 
them and clarified aUSpiciousness and inauspiciousness. (Ah) 

Here we seem ro encounrer a paradoll:: rhe sages creared the Yi, and yet mer 
became sages only by following the Yi. This paradox is not, however, the re

sult of confused thinking on the part of the authors. On rhe contrary, it is 

precisely the point. The lengrhy, and frequendy quoted, passage that de

scribes the creation in detail will help explicate this point: 

In ancient times Baoxi (i.e., Fwdl was the king of aU under Heavm. Looking up he 

observed the images in Heaven. and looking down he observed the models on Earth. 
He observed the patterns of the birds and buns and the suitability of the UM. 
Near at hand he (Ook them from his body. and at a distance he took them from 

things. (B/a) 

Bao!:i is here poud as purely an observer of patTerns in the natural world. 

He generated the eight trigrams in order to understand and categoriu: these 

panerns; 

He thereupon fi rst created me eight trigranu in order to penetrate the poeency of 
the divine clarity (shtnming) and in order to cztegonze the dispositions (qing) of the 
myriad trungs. (B/ a) 

66. As the audlors uphin elsewhere. "spirits (mt.o) are 1101 aquare" (Kiti v,lIIIn, A/n). 
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By taking the patterns in the natural world and refining them into the eri-

h " grams, Baori wu able to understand t e cosmos. 

The text then illwtrates the divine potency of the trignms by narrating 

how the trigrams inspired the sages to create cultural implements. k 
Willard Peterson correctly poinu out: "In contending that the great innova

tions were inspired by trigrams and hexagrams, the 'Commen~ry' {Xici 

muan 1 effectively subordinates to the Yi the uges who were venerated by the 
. I h .~ society as cu ture eroes. 
Why does the Xici milan give such en:u.ordinary prominence to the Yi, 

even to the point of subordinating the sages themselves! I suggest that the 

rext is a critique of the claims being made for sagehood that were becoming 

increasingly common in the late Warring States period. To oppose the as

sertions that one can atTa.in the powers of, even become. a spirit. the rext 

subordinarc,s sagehood to textual authority. The impliCltions of rhis move 

were crucial for lare Warring States culture. 
Although translations o f the Xici milan commonly uciliu: the present 

(ense to refer to the actions of the sages, I argue, on the co ntu.ry, that the 

past tense is almost always more appropriate. The Xici Wua,.'s account of the 

crearion of the Yi by the sages is a historical narrative, one not unmarked by 

problems: 

AI for the arising of the Yi. w:u it not in middle antiquityf Did those who made the 

Yi not have anxiety and troublul (B/1) 

The helC2grams are d.auble to the earliest sages, but the ten: o f the Yi came 

later. in middle antiquity. And [he facr [hat such expli<:2tiolU were necessary 

is a further sign of decay from the early sages: 

The m:uter said: "The Qian and Kun arc [he gates of the Yi. Qian is a yang thing. 

and Kun is a yin thing. Yang and yin unite potency, and the hard and soft have em

bodiment. They thereby embody the arrangements of Heaven and Earth and pene
tute the potency of the divine clarity (Jhc,.ming). Their appdlarions and nama are 
mixed but do not trall$gress. In examining their c:lttgoriudon, they are the ideas of 

an age of decline." (B/6) 

6,. For I fuUe. diJcullion of the (nation of [he tdgnml, s« c!u.p. a of my "m.biIl1lh<. of 
Cr ... don. 

61. Peeen ...... "Making Conn«tlolU; p. Ill. 
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The Qi2n 2nd Kun hex.agnms may exhibit the potency of divine clarity. but 
me ttxt itsdf reflecu an age of decline. more specifically, me era of King 
Wen. at the end of the Shang dynas£)': 

As for the uising of the Yi, wu it not fitting to be during the end of the Yin and the 
tloun-rung potency of the ZhoL1~ (Wu it) not fitting [0 be at the events between 
King Wen and Zhou~ (BIn) 

That the ten had to be composed at all was a sign of degenc;acy, of a period 
that desperately n«:ded reform. 

The vision of history set forth in [he Xid thuan is one of gradual loss, 

with tach sOlge in the process of degenerat ion being marked by the need for 
more elaboration of the Yi. The final text of the Yi was PUt together in mid
dle antiqui£Y. <l.t the end of [he Sh2ng dynasty. :and. the text is arguing. it is 
this ttnw.1 record tbat must now guide us in tbis period of even greater de

generation. OUt oruy muru of anaining an undersunding of che universe is 

through the ¥ i, the text authored by the uges of antiquity so that we may 

act properly in chis world. And. the Xid muan is at pains to point OUt, the Yi 

docs indeed give us access to the proper understanding held by the uges of 

antiquity: 

The muter said: -Writing doa no( fully aprcu words. and words do not fully ex
presl ideas. AI such. u (or che ideas of the sages. can they nO( be sem!" The muter 

u.id: !he sages C$tablUhed the imagC$ in order to apress ideas fully. let: up the 
hexagrams in order (0 apress che essential and the artificial fUUy, appended snte
mcnt. to chern in order to express their words fully. alternated and penetrated them 
in order to express the beneficial fully. and drummed them and danced them in or
der to express their divinity (shell) fully: (Aha) 

Consequencly, a properly trained genclcnun will tum to the ¥i before he 

undertakes any actions: 

Therefore, when a gendeman is about [0 take an action. or is to begin moving. he 
makes a vocal inquiry to it. (Aho) 

As I read it. th is argument is directed against those who were arguing 

thar, through self-cultivation, one can attain sagehood and achieve divine 

powers. T he authors of the Xici muan. on the contrary, placed the text of me 

Yi between their contemporaries and divinity: we can onJy attain a proper 

understanding of forrone and misfortune through the Yi. The Xid zhuan 

docs not, of course. argue that it would be impoasible for a new nge to ariae. 
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but the text does imply that even a new sage would need to be guided by the 

Yi (a1though not by the line statements). just as the great sages of antiquity 

were. Moreover. since the Yi is a1ready divine. this cosmology docs not ap

pear even to entertain the possibility that the Yi could be superseded. 

In short. the Xi,; muan is arguing for textua1 authority. for a commitment 

to past teachings, for a recognition that at best che outcome of self
cultivation would be a replicatton of the sages of antiquity. H ence the recur

rent quotations attributed to Confucius and the recurtent quotations from 

the Shijing. 
When read this way. one can sec a surprising. and somewhat counterin

tuitive. parallel wi th the Xum;i's concerns: both texts share an interest in 

supporting divination as a traditiona1 practice. and both argue that we 

should foUow the teachings of the past sages. But they build these argwnents 

in very different ways. The Xid Wllan argues that divination docs indeed lead 
to an understanding of the cosmos-an argument Xunzi would have re

jected as a misguided and improper acrempt" to know H eaven. Xunzi op

posed this type of cosmological speculation because it might pull man away 

from a proper cultivation in me traditions of the past sages; the Xid mUlln is 

claiming that, to the contrary. cosmology and textual authority are inher

endy linked. In other words, the Xid muan argues thac cosmological knowl

edge depends on a nustery of the traditions of the ancient sages. 
In saying this, I am not claiming that the authors of the Xu:i wuan were 

"Confucian: or that they would have perceived themselves as offering a 

Confucian response to Xunzi.69 But I am claiming that the Xid muan is 

making an argument fo r the authority of past sages and that it was present

ing the Yi as the proper texrua1 authority for cosmological speculation. 

69. The diKovcy of the Mawangdui version or the text has spuked a debate .... hether the 
Xici lhu." wal -Collfucian" or "Daoist ." Sec, in panicubr, Wallg Baoxuan, "BOlhu Xiti yu 
Zhanguo Qin Han DaojiJ. Yi :ruc"; and Liao Mingchun, "Lun BOlhu Xici yu jinbcn Xiti de 
guaori: For all u cdlmr overview of lhe dcbOlc. Itt Shaughnessy, • A .Firl! Reading of d.e 

Mawangdui Y(jilll Manwcripl: AJ I have o:pbincd in the lnrroclucuon. [ 0ppo$C' the at-

tempe to categorize Waning Statu tUtl in (emu of IChoob. . .• 
AJ for the question of lhe rcl.adofllhip bn_ the MawangdUI and tM received VCfIIOllJ 

of ,be Xici d,,,,,,,, for 1M Ip«ific iuues discwKd in Ihis chaptCl", the v;uiantl berween the 
Mawangdiu Xid d,,,,, .. and the received tUt arc minor. Allhough the MaWJ.ngdui Xiti V,MU 

doe. not conuin. he pallagu concerning Ihe lat in middle antiquif)',;1 does include the Vall 

majority of the o.l.er .tatcmCf\1I quott.:!. ~ra1I, I Ihink Ihe ruding ginn J.ere applies to the 
Mawangdlu Xlii v,...n aI well. 
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A:; noted in Chapter ). the McneiwJ argues thar the s.ge must follow the 

proper parrems derived from Heavcn-even if the actions of Heaven itself 
are not always in accord with these pacrcrru. In the K id v,uan, however. the 

patterns that the saga found in nature themselves guide the natural world; 
in other words, the natural world operates by those patterns, and me sages 

muS[ emulate them and bring them to other humans. In the Xia zhwlln, the 
narur.tl world is more (hOln the repository of normacive p;mcrns that can be 
discovered by 2. discerning sage; it itself is normarive. 

Bur, like the Lllnyw and unlike the MtnciuJ. the Kid zbu/UJ relegates the 

period of the uges-the period when humans were able to model them

selves on the cosmos-to the dist:lnr p2$C, T exrua1 authority is thus de
fended through a claim of gradual degeneration: the sages of :mriquiry dis
cerned the parterns properly. and those born bter must use divinacion and 

the reading of hexagram line statements (0 gain access (0 the patterns. A.J. 

long as one submits to the divination praCtices of the Xid wuan, fortune and 

misfonune are fully knowable. Whereas the authors of the "Neiye" and 

"Xinshu
H 

had claimed fonune and misfonune to be knowable by those who 

practiced self-cultivation to gain the powers of spirits, the authors of che Xid 
v,uan argue that they are knowable only by following the traditions handed 
down from che ancient s.llges. 

Instead of cI.lIiming that divin.lltion has been superseded by self

cultivation techniques and inscead of supporting divination as w~n, the au

thors of the Xid v,u<ln present divination u a crucial art-not because ic de

termines the actions of che spirits but rather because it forms a microcosm to 

the panerns of the cosmos. The authors of the Xid wuan thus used corn:la

ovity co caJl for a subordination to the traditions of the pasc sages. 

Conclusion 

As mentioned earlier in this chapter, Marshall Sahlins. in his re-reading of 
Levi-Strauss, argues that Polynesian cultures can be read as both mono

genetic and polygenetic-or more precisely. they can be read u eicher, 

depending on me perspective of the cultural aCtors in question and the 

practice in play. The interescing issue then becomes how these principles are 

articulated in any given si tuation. Which is the marked cerm: continuity or 

discon(inuiry~ For example. Sahlins argues that in Fiji sacrificial action 

assumu continuiry. and the goal of che sacrifices is thus to introduce and 
maintain discontinuity. 
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Recall thar in Polynesian thought. as diltinguished from the so-called coremilm. all 
men are rdued to all chings by common descent. The coroUary would be that. 
rather than the ancestral or kindred species being tabu, Polynesian social life is a 
universal projecr of c~nniNli1mc gtnirll/;s/, or even of endoa.nnibalism, since the pei)

pie are genealogically rdared ro their own -natural" means of subsistence. ... AU 
l.UefiJ planu and animals are immanent fornu of the divine ancestors-so many 
.\:i"" LsII or "myri.3d bodies" of the gods. Moreover, to make root crop' accessible to 
man by cooking il precisely to destroy what il divine in them: their aUIOnOITlOI.U 
power. in the raw state. to reproduce. ... Yet the aggressive transfonnation of divine 
life into human substance describes the mode of produCtion as well as consump
tion. ... Fishing. cultivaring. constructing a canoe. or, for that matter. farhering a 
child are so many ways that men activdy appropriate "a life from the god."'10 

The concern. in other words. il to introduce discontinui£Y. to separate the 

divine from the human. to mark off a human realm distinct from the divine: 

Men thus approach the divine with a curious combination of submission and hubris 
whose final objecr is to transfer to themselves the life that the gods originally poness. 
continue to embody, and alone can impart. It is a complex rdation of Jupplicarion 
and expropriation. successivdy bringing the sacred co. and banishing it from. the 
human domain. Man. then, lives by a kind of periodic deicide. Or, the god u sepa
rated from the objecrs of human existence by acu of piety that in social life would be 
rantamount to theft and violence-not to speak of cannibal ism.?! 

In this sense, Fijian sacrifice operates according to principles very similar to 

those found in urly Greece (see Chapter 1). 
If we were to accept [he recurrent arguments of sinologists. we would cer

tainly conclude that China, tOO, is monogenetic and anumes continui£Y be

rween the human and the divine realms. And. at first glance, much of the 

evidence appears to support such a re.1ding. In looking at the sacrificia1 ma

terial discussed in C hapter 1, one could conclude that the predominant con

cern wu similar to that Sahlins describes for Polynesia: an attempt to create 

discontinuiry between the human and che divine realms, to distinguilh hu

mans and spirits. to appropriate for human use phenomena controlled by 

spirits ( for enmple, divinations for the purposes of opening a field for agri

culture or setting che boundaries of the capical in part revul.1 desire to ap

propriate land controlled by divine powers and mark it off for human use). 

One could similarly argue that the correlative cosmologies of the fourth and 

70. Sahlin., 111,...1, of HlllofJ. pp. ILl - I). 

71. Ibid" p. II). 
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third centuries Be reveal ;I recurrent belief in me absolute consubstafltwiry 

of all things within a single ancestral line: everything is born nom the One. 

and thus literally everything in the cosmos is rebted by birTh. In such a rud· 
ing. China, n om the Bronze Age through the correl.uive cosmologies of the 

hue Waning S tates period. is pro[Orypicilly monogenetic. 

But I have argued for a different reading of this material. In the: ucrif1cia1 

and rituallctions of Bronze Age China. the concern for dem2fcaring a hu

mom realm apart from the divine was only a part (and a lessq parr at that) of 

the whole story. The main concern was to transform the spirit world inw a 

pantheon of ancestors that acted on behalf of the living king. H umans were 

not just claiming land &om the spirits; they were transforming the spirits 

into (deceased) humans. The concern, in shorr, W~ to transform a capri

cious and potentially antagonistic spirit world into a hierarchical pantheon 

of ordered genealogical descent interested in irs living descendants' welfare. 

The goal was not to introduce discontinuity but to anthropomorphize the 

divine and thus create genealogical continuity, Both divine and human pow

ers were to be transformed into ancestors and descendantS, And the para

digmatic relationship was that of the king and H eaven-through the sacri

nces, Heaven would become the father to the king: hence the royal title ·Son 

of H eaven: 

Several of the correlative cosmological textS played with these models of 

ancestral. sacrifice because their authors wished to make comparable argu

menu-with a crucial twist, Whereas divination and sacrifice assumed a 

world populated by spirirs who had control over natural phenomena

spirits who were to be tranSformed intO ancestors-the correlative textS 

posit.a cosmos descended from a single ancestor. More pointedly. if the sac

rificial pr.actices assumed an agonistic world, the texts discU$S(:d in this chap

ter argue for .a single, COntinuous cosmos within which all gods, spirits. hu

mans, and nature are linked by chains of genealogical descent_ 

The debates then turned on the rebtionship between the sage .and that 

.ancestor. Should he strive to be the proper descendant of the One and fol

low the n.atural patterns laid down by the ancestor~ This is the position 

taken by the Tlliyi Jfftl1g Jhui and the · Chengfa· ch.apter of the Shiliujil1g. Or 

should the sage go .ag.ainst the natural genealogy and return to the ancestor:' 

This is the position of the lAozi, which argues that the sage should return to 

the One, gain its powers. and thereby give birth to .a world of his own. By 
linking himself to the ancestor of the cosmos, the sage generatea hi' own or-
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dered political realm. Or does the cosmos work in such .a way that the 

proper descendant comes to be like his ancestor~ This is the position of the 

"Benshenf chapter of the Lumi chunqiu: the Son of Haven, if he cultivates 

himself properly, ultim.ately becomes like Heaven and exercises the same 

powers over the cosmos dut H eaven had earlier done. 
T hroughout these textS, the concern is not to demarcate the human from 

the divine but the exact opposite- to link man with the .ancestor of the 

cosmos, either through the return of the sage to the .ancestor, o r through the 

growth of the sage into the power that the ancestor was, or through the di
vininriori of the sage himself. or through .a subordin.arion of oneself to the 

movements of.a series of inuges handed down by the sages of the p.ast. In 

other words, the concern, ~ with 50 mmy Warring St.ates texrs, is with the 

divinintion of m.an rather than the de-divini~tion of nature. And the re

current concern of all these texts w.as to deny the agonistic world of the sac

rificial specialists who were dominant.at the courts. 
The authors are thus playing with the mood of ancestral sacrifice, but 

they do not assume monogenesis: in all these practices, monogenesis is [he 

goal, not an assumption. Instead, the authors usc .ancestral sacrince bec.ausc 

it provides a perfect voc.abulary for their claims: just .as in ancestnl s.acrifice, 

correlative cosmology involves taking spiritS and m.aking them into ancestors 

who c.an then be understood or even controlled. And the resulting interpby 

that we h.ave noted in this chapter is therefore similar to that discussed in 

Ch.apter I: the living could be presented ~ simply foUowing the wishes of the 

ancestors, or they could be presented as creating the ancestors and p.acifying 

them. The concern in both the sacrificial systems and the correlative texu is 

to anthropomorphize the divine, either by making the divine intO the image 

of man through sacrifices or by divini2:ing man and thus literally making the 

divine human. But. the .agonistic world assumed in sacrifice is denied in cor

rebtive cosmology, and correlative cosmology granD the sage much more 

power over this world th.an does any sacrincial system . 
And it was precisely in opposition to positions such as these that Xunzi 

and the .aurhors of the Xid Willi" reasserted the importance of divination and 

( in the case of Xunzi) sacrince in order to assert a form of discontinuity. 

with hum.ans and Heaven fully sep.araced. In the Xi,i WUIln, for example, 

hum.ans :act properly by following.a set of refined im.ages that crystallize, in a 
aeries of full and broken lines, the movements of [he cosmos. The images are 

continuous with the pivot of the universe, but humans. bec.ausc they .are 
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separate from the pivor, can act properly only by s~bordinating themselves 

[0 those images. The Yi, therefore, was placed between humanity and the 

rest of the cosmos. Divination was thus reinsuted, although without the 
agonisric cosmology mat defined earlier divination pncrices. 

All of this brings us b2Ck ro Graner. ~ noted e2rlier in this chaput, 
Graner argued that Chinese kingship arose from the .sacrifice of rotemic 

creatures: the rulers conquered the gods their people had earlier worshipped. 

Levi-Str.luss-correcdy- would have questioned Granet's~ discussion of 

such themes in terms of an actual evolution from totanism to sacrifice-or 

in terms of In evolution ar all. since Graner was discussing textS dating aI· 
ffi05( exclusively from the third and second cemuries Be. I have therefore fol. 

lowed Uvj·Srrauss in discuuing (he texts in terms of the ways they posit 

continuity 2nd discontinuity. But Gr.anet's point is crucw: even the sute

menu 2bout continuity reve:al 2n attempt [0 gOlin for the s.age tremendous 

power over the cosmos. Reading Gr.aner through Uvi-Str2USS thus gives us 

2 powerful me2ns of correcting the m2ny sinologists who .argue ch2c the urly 
Ch inese .assumed 2 continuous universe- 2 position, ironic.ally, ch2t m2ny of 

them developed by ruding Gr.anet. 

Correluive cosmology should nor be interpreted .as 2 gener.al ·Chinese

W2y of thinking. nor should it be understood.as part of a shift: from ·religion

to ·philosophy: It w.as, ruher. an attempr to tr.anscend the conflict between 

humans and spirits by overcoming the world of spirits .altogether: spiritS and 

the natural phenomen2 they control, .as well .as humankind, are pbced in a 

descent line emanating from a single 2ncestOr, with whom the sage. if he fol

lows cerrain techniques, can p in a special relationship. Correlative cosmol

ogy was not 2n as.sumprion in the Warring SUtes period; it was a rhetoric: of 

crit ique. 

5 The ascension of the spirit 
Liberarion, Spirir Journeys, and 

Celesrial Wanderings 

T he Shiwtn (T en questions), one of the textS discovered at Mawangdui, dis

cw.scs how one becomes a spirit, becomes liberated from one's form, 2nd as

cends to the huvens: 

Long life il generated through storing and accumubcing. AI for the increasing of 
this life, above one explores the Haveru, and below one distributes to the Earth. 
He who is npable will invariably become a spirit. He will therefore be able to be lib· 
erated from his fonn. He who d arifies the great way (ravw and traverses the 

doucU.! 

Although this texr was discovered fairly recently, the themes of liber.arion 

and ascension 2ppe2r in 2 number of received works from rhe late W2rring 

Su ees and u rly H m periods .as well, such as the Chuci and Zhullrlgzi. Mod· 

ern an.alyses of these narrarives of spirit journeys and ascensions oft:en refer 

either to eulier sham:mistic rraditions or co later religious Daoism. I will 

briefly review these claims and then argue for a different approach.: 

I. ShiWfn. in M4w4ngJwi H~n",u &olbu. 4' 146; hereinafter d ied in Ihe rcxr. My Iransllllion 
of Ihi, p;lss.ge, aJ well as aD 0100 p;asuges from ,he S!,iw,n, it heav~y indeblf<lro the ned· 
Iclll \T.ntl.lion and lIudy by Donald Harper in &sri] o,,'nru Mtdi.t~! LiI"~IU", pp. 384-411. 
Morco~r, my nndcfll1Inding of the COntC IU i, ..,lfi, indebted u wcD 10 rhe lupcrb .naly", in 

Ibkl .. I'P' II~- a,. 
1. Pordon. oflhu chapter arc u~n from my 'The AKenlion orlhe Spirit." 
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